
Dangerous Definitions and Sample Sentences 

Stop! You will find this section easier after you learn the formal 
words that are illustrated on pages 81-97. Many definitions here 
will refer to those correct terms. 

In a book of this size, we cannot include every medical, slang, or 
vulgar word for sexual or toilet activities. (One researcher found 
over 1,200 words for sexual intercourse alone!) We have chosen 
over 800 of the words and expressions you are most likely to hear, 
or need to use. These are words that are commonly known by 
many Americans in most parts of the country. (Women are likely to 
know fewer of these words than men.) 

Be careful: Not all of the meanings of the words are dangerous. We 
do not have the space to give every possible meaning for each 
word. We include only the meanings that are related to sex, to 
toilet acts and functions, and to expressions that include these 
words. 

For example, a standard dictionary gives twenty-eight meanings 
for the word head. You probably know many of the meanings. In 
this book, we explain only the sex-related slang and vulgar 
meanings. 

What does the star (*) before certain words mean? 

Some words have only a dangerous meaning. Other words have 
both dangerous and safe meanings. Those words that have 
additional meanings that we do not refer to here are marked with 
the (*). If you don't already know the common meaning of the 
word, you may look it up in a standard dictionary or your bilingual 
dictionary. 

Remember, the meaning of words depends on the context of the 
conversation. Words that are said with affection or humor can 
mean something very different from the same words spoken in 
anger. 

Remember also that the listener is the person who decides what 
words mean to him or her. An angry person will find angry 
meanings even when the speaker intended to be funny or friendly. 
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* abs t inence ('aeb sti nans) noun, formal and general 
use. Not having sexual relations. From the verb abstain 
(to choose not to have or do something. "Schools teach 
abstinence as the only sure way to avoid pregnancy." 

*accident ('aek si dant) noun. 1. slang euphemism. An 
unplanned baby. A failure of birth control. "Our first child 
was planned, but the other two were accidents." 
2. euphemism. A bowel movement or urinating in one's 
pants. "Our three-year-old daughter is toilet-trained, but 
she has an accident now and then." 

*a . c /d . c . ('ei si: 'di: si:) adj. slang. Bisexual. This is said of a 
person who has sexual relations with both men and women. 
(The reference is to two different kinds of electrical current: 
alternating current and direct current.) "Kay is a.c. /d.c." 

*adult (a 'dAlt) adj. euphemism. For people over eighteen 
years of age. When the word adult is used in the 
expressions adult bookstore, adult movies, and adult 
entertainment, it has the meaning: for adults only. It's 
about sex. (Adult education does not have this meaning!) 

adultery (a ' d A 1 ta ri) noun, formal, legal, and general use. 
Sexual intercourse between a man and a woman who are 
not married to each other. At least one of the p a r t n e r s is 
married to someone else. The word includes the judgment 
that the act is wrong, or criminal. "In the Christian 
religion, adultery is a sin." "Mrs. C. wanted a divorce 
because her husband had committed adultery." 

adulterer (a 'dAl ta rar) noun, formal. A person who 
commits adultery. 

adul teress (a 'dAl tres) noun, formal. A woman who 
commits adultery. 

adul terous (3 'dAl tar as) adj. formal. "Does adulterous 
behavior make a man unfit to be President?" asked 
Marcie. 

The words adultery, adulterer, adulteress, and adulterous 
are not related in meaning to the word adult. 
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*affair (a 'fear) noun, general use. A sexual relationship 
between a man and a woman who are not married to each 
other. The word does not carry a judgment of right or 
wrong. "Amy had many affairs before she got married." 

AIDS (eidz) noun, formal and general use. A disease, 
Auto-Immune Deficiency Syndrome. It is caused by the 
HIV virus. This disease weakens a person, so he or she may 
easily die from other diseases. HIV is spread through 
unprotected sex, particularly anal intercourse; through 
sharing hypodermic needles, as drug addicts might do; and 
through transfusions of AIDS-contaminated blood during 
surgery. "Babies born to mothers with AIDS also have the 
HIV virus." 

A.K. (ei kei) noun. 1. Euphemism for the vulgar term 
ass-kisser, (see) 2. vulgar, alte koche. A Yiddish expression 
that means "old shitter," or a "dirty old man" who likes to 
flirt with or romance pretty young women. 

*alley cat ('ae li: 'kaet) noun, slang. A man or woman who has 
casual sexual relations with many people. "Nick was a real 
alley cat before he got married, but he's been faithful to his 
wife since then." 

*all the w a y ('o:l da 'wei) adverbial phrase. Euphemism 
commonly used by teenagers. To go "all the way" means to 
have complete sexual intercourse. Halfway may mean 
kissing, necking, and petting (touching the genitals). "Clara 
was afraid of sex, so she never went all the way with a boy." 

*altar ('ol tar) noun, slang. The toilet. 

*alter ('al tar) adverbial phrase, euphemism. To remove the 
sex glands (testicles or ovaries) of a cat, dog, or farm 
animal so it cannot reproduce. "We had our cat altered." 
Synonym: neutered. A male animal is castrated, while a 
female animal is spayed. 

*altogether, in the (in da oil ta 'ged ar) phrase. 
euphemism. Naked; with no clothes on. "Sheila took off h e r 
wet clothes and stood by the fire in the altogether." 
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a n u s ('ei nas) noun, formal and medical use. The exit 
hole of the rectum. "The feces (digestive waste material) 
are pushed out of the body through the anus" 

anal s e x ('ei nal 'seks) noun, formal. Sexual intercourse in 
the anus. 

*arouse (a 'rauz) verb, general use. Cause someone to become 
sexually excited. "Rita's gentle kisses aroused Marty." 
"Some men get aroused when they see bare breasts." 

arse (airs) noun, vulgar. The buttocks. 

ass (aes) noun, general use. A foolish person. This is a short 
form of the word jackass, a male donkey. This use of the 
word is not vulgar, although many people will no longer 
use it in polite company. 

ass noun, vulgar. 1. The buttocks. 2. The rectum. 3. The anus. 
4. The vagina. 

There are many expressions that include the word ass. 

a s s - b a c k w a r d s ('ass baek wardz) adj., adverb, vulgar. 
Backwards, all mixed up. Done in a confused way. Also 
bass ackwards. "These directions are all ass-backwards; 
I can't understand what to do." "Hank does everything 
ass-backwards." 

a s s h o l e ('aes houl) noun, vulgar. 1. The anus. 2. A stupid 
person. "Those ass holes down in Washington are 
ruining the country!" he complained. 

ass -ho le b u d d y ('aes houl 'bAd i) noun, vulgar. A very 
close friend. (Not homosexual, as the term might make 
you think.) "Roger, George, and Sam and I were ass-hole 
buddies all through college." 

ass -k i s ser ('aes kis ar) noun, vulgar. A person who is 
overly nice to a boss, teacher, or supervisor. He or she 
wants special privileges, good marks, or favors. "Bob is 
the biggest ass-kisser I know. He's always telling the 
boss what a great boss he is." Also, A.K. 
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a s s m a n ('aes maen) noun, vulgar. 1. A man who finds the 
buttocks to be the most sexually attractive part of a 
woman or man. 2. A man who is constantly interested in 
sex, in finding new sex partners, and in talking about 
his sexual adventures. 

ass p e d d l e r ('aes ped tar) noun, vulgar. A prostitute 
(male or female). To peddle one's ass is to sell sexual 
services. "D. came to the big city to become an actress, 
but she wound up being an ass peddler" 

a s s - w i p e ('aes waip) noun, vulgar. 1. Toilet paper. 
2. Avery stupid person. 

bare-ass , b a r e - a s s e d ('bear aes, 'bear aest) adj. vulgar. 
Completely naked. With no clothes on. "The boys went 
swimming bare-ass." "He opened the dressing-room door 
and caught her bare-assed." 

b u s t one's a s s (bASt WAIIZ 'aes) verb phrase, vulgar, 
1. To work very hard to accomplish a goal. "L. busted his 
ass to finish the job before Friday." 2. Punish by 
forcefully spanking the buttocks. "If you do that again, 
I'll bust your assl" shouted the angry mother to the 
child. 

d u m b a s s ('dAm aes) noun phrase, vulgar. A stupid person. 

g e t one's a s s in g e a r (get wAnz 'aes in gisr) verb 
phrase, vulgar. Tb get organized. "We made a lot of 
mistakes at first, but as soon as we got our ass in gear, 
we got results." 

ha l f -as sed ('haef aest) adj. vulgar. 1. Done in a sloppy, 
inefficient manner. "Who did this half-assed job?" yelled 
the boss. 2. Stupid, lazy. "How did I ever hire such a 
half-assed worker?" 

h a u l a s s (ho:l 'aes) verb phrase, vulgar. To hurry. "It's ten 
to eight, we'd better haul ass if we want to get there on 
time." 
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h a v e lead in one's ass (haev 'led in WAnz 'aes) verb 
phrase, vulgar. To be very slow-moving. (Lead is a 
very heavy metal.) "Hurry up, Joe! What's the 
matter-you got lead in your ass?" "Get the lead out 
of your asses, boys; we've got to finish this job by 5 p.m." 

kick ass (kik 'aes) verb phrase, vulgar. To get tough; to 
threaten people; to demand results or rapid work. "A 
construction foreman has to be able to kick ass when it's 
necessary." 

ass , to kiss (kis 'aes) verb, vulgar. To continually 
compliment and do favors for a superior, hoping for a 
promotion, good marks in class, or special favors. "You 
don't have to know anything in Professor Bruce's class. 
All you have to do is kiss ass: Tell him how interesting 
his course is." 

not k n o w one's ass from one's e lbow (nat nou W A n z 
aes frAm W A n z 'el bou) verb phrase, vulgar. To be 
unaware, stupid, uninformed, ignorant. "How can 
Charlie be t h e supervisor of t h a t company? He doesn't 
know his ass from his elbow." (Also: ...from a hole in 
the ground.) 

pain in the ass (pein in da 'aes) noun, vulgar. 1. Avery 
irritating person or problem. "That neighbor is a real 
pain in the ass. She never stops complaining." 
2. Something that is very annoying. "That job was a 
pain in the ass. There were many small parts that had 
to be fixed." 

p i e c e of ass (pi:s av 'aes) noun, vulgar. 1. An act of sexual 
intercourse. (Here, ass here means vagina.) "Karl went 
around to all the bars looking for a piece of ass." 2. A 
woman, regarded as a sexual object only. "Donna looks 
like a great piece of ass to me," said Ed. 
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Shove it up your ass! Up your ass! Up yours! 
(JAV it Ap yar 'aes;'AP ysr 'aes;'Ap 'yurz) Angry 
statements, vulgar. They may refer to someone's 
argument, apology, merchandise, gift, advice, or 
complaint. Also: Stick it up your ass; Shove it. "You 
know what you can do with it" is a euphemism for 
"Shove it up your ass." 

smart -ass ('smairt aes) noun, vulgar. 1. A person who acts 
as if he or she knows everything; a "know-it-all." 2. A 
sarcastic person. Also, wise-ass. "Jeff is a real smart
ass." 

t ight -ass ('tait aes) noun, vulgar. A person who is overly 
concerned with correct behavior, small details, and 
following the rules as carefully as possible. He or she 
may also be stingy, emotionally cold, and prudish. 
"Professor Lawson is a real tight-ass. He asks questions 
about the smallest details; no one ever gets an 'A in his 
course." 

You b e t y o u r s w e e t a s s (yu: 'bet yar swi:t 'aes) vulgar 
expression. You can be sure of it. "Are you going to ask 
for your money bad ?" asked Jose. "You bet your sweet 
ass I am," said Derek. 

ath le t i c s u p p o r t e r (aeO 'le tic ss 'po:r tar) noun. 
euphemism. Jock strap. A garment worn by male athletes or 
workers, to protect the genitals from getting hurt. 

B 
*back door (baek 'do:r) noun, slang. The anus. 

b a c k s i d e ('baek said) noun, euphemism. The buttocks. 

j a d ass ('baed aes) adj. vulgar. Good. 

*bag (baeg) noun, slang. The scrotum. 

*baggie (bae gi) noun, slang. A condom. 

ial -headed h e r m i t (bald 'hed id 'her mit) noun, slang. 
The penis. (A hermit is a person who lives alone. 
Bald = Without hair on his head.) 
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*ball (bail) verb, vulgar. Have sexual intercourse. 
"They balled all night." To have a sexual relationship 
with. "Marie was balling her boss all summer, but no 
one in the office knew about it." 

ball-buster ('ba:l b A S tar) noun, vulgar. 1. A v e r y 
difficult job; a boss or other person who is hard to 
please. "The test was a real ball-buster. I couldn't 
finish it in the two hours we had. "Professor B. is a 
real ball-buster. He wants students to read six 
chapters of the text a week, and write three term 
papers." 2. An attractive woman who seems hard to 
please. "Look at the girl in the low-cut dress. I bet 
she's a real ball-buster." 3. A woman who causes a 
man to lose his sense of masculinity. 

*ball and chain (bo:l an 'tfein) noun, slang. A wife. (This is 
not a vulgar term. Prisoners on an outdoor work project 
used to be chained to a heavy lead ball so they would not 
run away. Being married is compared to being a prisoner 
who cannot have any freedom.) 

*balls (bailz) noun, plural, vulgar. 1. The testicles. 
2. Masculine courage; nerve, daring. "That lion tamer 
certainly has a lot of balls to go into the cage with six 
lions." "It takes balls to say what you think when everyone 
disagrees with you." "Devin was working for the company 
only six weeks. Then he asked for a 10% raise. That takes 
balls." 

balls, to have someone by the 
(ta haev S A m wan bai 6a bo:lz) verb phrase, vulgar. To 
have power to force someone to do what is wanted. "Rick 
wanted to break up with his girlfriend, but she had him by 
the balls. She owned the business he worked for." 

ballsy ('bail zi) adj. vulgar. Courageous. Having masculine 
courage. (This may be said of women, too, nowadays.) "He's 
quite ballsy, isn't he, to fight a crocodile with his bare 
hands." 

*bang (baerj) verb, vulgar. To have sexual intercourse. 
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bare-ass ('bear aes) adj. vulgar. Naked. Also bare-assed. 
"There was no one around, so we went swimming bare-
assed." 

bar-girl , B-girl ('ba:r ga:rl, 'bi: garl) noun, slang. An 
attractive woman who works in a bar. Her job is to 
encourage customers to spend more money. She behaves in 
a friendly, sexually inviting manner, and the customer buys 
drinks for her. The customer does not know that she is an 
employee of the bar. The bartender fills her glass with tea 
or colored water, and charges the price of liquor. A bar-girl 
may also sell sexual services, as a prostitute. 

*basket ('baes kat) noun, slang. 1. A woman's genitals. 2. A 
man's genitals. The shape of the man's genitals that can be 
seen in tight clothing. 

b a s k e t d a y s ('baes kat deiz) noun, plural, slang. Warm 
weather. The shape of men's genitals can be seen because 
they are wearing light clothing, such as shorts, bathing 
suits, tight jeans, etc. (homosexual use) 

b a s t a r d ('baes tard) noun. 1. vulgar. Avery disliked person. 
"Ralph is a real bastard. He deserted his wife and three 
kids and took all of their money out of the bank, too." 2. 
vulgar. Bastard may be used in a joking way to refer to a 
good friend. "Mike, you old bastard, I haven't seen you in a 
long time! Where've you been?" 3. The original meaning of 
bastard is an illegitimate child (a child born to an 
unmarried woman.) 

b a t h r o o m ('baeG ru:m) noun, general use. A room with a 
toilet. There may also be a bath tub and a sink. The word 
bathroom used to be a euphemism. (When you go to the 
bathroom you are not really going there to take a bath!) 

b a t h r o o m t i s s u e ('baeG ruim 'ti Jyu:) noun, euphemism 
and general use. Toilet paper. A roll of soft tissue paper 
used in the bathroom. The companies that make this paper 
label it "bathroom tissue" or "toilet tissue." Most Americans 
call it toilet paper. 
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*beard (biard) noun, slang. 1. Male facial hair 2. Female 
pubic hair. 3. A homosexual or straight male who goes 
to social events as the "date" of a lesbian. "She did not 
want her colleagues to think she was a lesbian, so she 
took Joe to the convention as a beard." 

b e a r d e d c l a m (biar did 'klaem) noun, vulgar. The external 
genitals of a woman. 

b e a t off (bi:t 'a:f) verb, vulgar. Masturbate. "A lot of guys 
beat off after seeing a sexy movie." 

b e a t t h e m e a t (bi:t da 'mi:t) verb phrase, vulgar. 
Masturbate. 

*beauts (byu:ts) noun, plural, slang. A woman's breasts. 

*beaver (bi: var) noun, vulgar. A woman's pubic area. 
The vagina. 

*beaver pa tro l (bi: var pa 'troul) noun phrase, vulgar. 
Looking for women, especially women who might be 
wearing shorts or mini-skirts. 

bed; go to b e d w i t h (gou ta 'bed wi6) verb phrase. 
euphemism. Have sexual intercourse with. "Larry used to 
go to bed with every girl he dated." 

b e d p a n ('bed paen) noun, general use. In a hospital, 
a plastic or metal pan for patients to urinate or defecate 
into when they are not able to get out of bed to go to the 
bathroom. 

b e d r o o m e y e s ('bed ru:m 'aiz) noun, general use. 
Large, sexy-looking eyes. Eyes in which the pupils are 
enlarged, indicating a state of sexual arousal. 

b e d - w e t t e r ('bed wet ar) noun, general use. A child who 
wets (urinates) in bed while sleeping at an age when this 
"mistake" is not expected (past four years old). 

*behind (ba 'hamd) noun, euphemism. The buttocks. 

be l ly -but ton ('be li: 'bA tan) noun, general use and 
children's word. The navel. 
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^best ial i ty (bi:s tji: 'ae la ti) noun, formal. 1. Sexual 
relations between a human being and some other ("lower") 
animal. 2. Sodomy. 

b e t w e e n t h e s h e e t s (ba 'twiin da Ji:ts) noun, euphemism. 
In bed; the place where people have sexual intercourse. 
"What goes on with me and my wife between the sheets is 
none of anybody else's business," said Fred. 

*bicho ('bi tjou) noun, vulgar. Penis, (from Spanish vulgar 
slang) 

bide t (bi: 'dei) noun, general use. A small washstand that a 
woman can sit on, and so wash the genital area easily. 
Widely used in Europe, especially France. 

birds a n d b e e s (bardz an bi:z) idiom, euphemism. The 
facts about how babies are started. In the past, many 
parents were too embarrassed to explain sex to their 
children. Instead, they told them how flowers and birds 
reproduce. "Well, little Jimmy asked where babies come 
from. I guess it's time he learned about the birds and the 
beesr 

bir th c o n t r o l ('bar9 kan 'troul) noun, general use. A way to 
prevent getting pregnant. "If a person is going to have 
sexual relations, he or she should first know about birth 
control." "What birth-control method did your doctor 
recommend?" 

i r t h d a y su i t ('bar8 dei suit) noun, euphemism. One's skin, 
without any clothes on. "The swimmers were wearing 
nothing but their birthday suits." 

b i s e x u a l (bai 'sek fuial) noun, formal and general use. 
A person who enjoys sexual relations with both males and 
females. Also used as an adjective. "Did you know that 
Sean is bisexual? He's married and the father of two kids, 
jut he has his boyfriends, too." Also bi 
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b i t c h (bitj) noun, slang. 1. An unpleasant, complaining 
and demanding woman. 2. A sexy and attractive 
woman. 3. verb, slang. To complain. "Marty is always 
bitching about his job." Original general use and formal 
meaning: a female dog. 

b i t c h y ('bitf i) adj. slang. Easily irritated; crabby and 
complaining. 

son of a b i t c h (sAn av 3 bitf) noun, vulgar. Literally, the 
son of a female dog. 1. A selfish, hateful person who causes 
unhappiness for others. "Mr. Arthur is a real son of a bitch. 
He would sell his own grandmother if he could make a 
profit from that." 2. Avery difficult, time-consuming job. 
"Trying to move that heavy piano was a real son of a bitch." 
3. An expression to show surprise at an unexpected 
happening. "Son of a bitch\ I never expected to see you here 
in Miami!" 4. Affectionate term for a good friend. "Hi, you 
old son of a bitch; it's good to see you." S.O.B. is the 
abbreviation, which is less vulgar. 

b l a d d e r ('blae dar) noun, formal and medical use. The organ 
that holds urine until the waste liquid leaves the body. 

bl ind e y e (blamd lan) noun, slang. The anus. 

*blow (blou) verb, vulgar. Give sexual pleasure by 
sucking the penis orally (in the mouth). Perform fellatio. 

*blocked up (blakt Vp) verb phrase, euphemism. 
Constipated. 

b l o w a fart ('blou a 'fa:rt) verb phrase, vulgar. Expel gas 
from the rectum. 

b l o w j o b (blou d3db) noun, vulgar. Fellatio. The 
act of giving sexual pleasure by sucking a partner's penis. 

b l u e ba l l s Cblu: 'bolz) noun, plural. A pain in the testicles. 
Young men repeat the myth that this happens when a male 
who has been sexually aroused for a long time doesn't 
ejaculate. It may gain a girlfriend's sympathy. 
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B.O. (bi: ou) noun, euphemism. A bad body odor (smell). 

*bob (bob) verb/noun, vulgar. Oral sex. 

*boner (bou nar) noun, vulgar. The penis, when it is erect. 
(have a) bone on: have an erection. 

boobs; b o o b i e s ('buibz, 'bu: bi:z) noun, plural, vulgar. 
Women's breasts. 

b o o g e r ('bu gar) noun, vulgar slang. A lump of dried mucus 
from the nose. Also, children's words: boogie, boogieman. 
There is no polite English word in general use for this 
"product of picking one's nose." 

borde l lo (bo:r 'de lou) noun, euphemism. House of 
prostitution. 

b o s o m ('bu zam ) noun, euphemism. The breast area. "The 
child slept with his head on his mother's bosom." (A bosom 
friend is a good friend, close to the heart.) 

*bottom ('bat am) noun, euphemism. The buttocks. 

b o w e l m o v e m e n t ('baul mu:v mant) noun, formal and 
general use. The colon (lower part of the digestive tract) is 
sometimes called the bowels. To "move one's bowels" is to 
expel the waste products of digestion (the feces). "The baby 
had a bowel movement in his diaper." "Some doctors 
recommend prunes or bran cereal to help you move your 
bowels." 

b .m. (bi: em) noun, euphemism. Bowel movement. To have 
a b.m.; to make a b.m. = defecate. 

*box (baks) noun, vulgar. The vagina. 

*boxers ('bak sarz) noun, plural, general use. 
Men's undershorts. 

*box l u n c h ('baks L\nt f) noun, vulgar. Cunnilingus or 
fellatio. Oral sex. Mouth-to-genitals sex. 

*boy (bai) noun, slang. This word may be extremely 
offensive when it is used by a white person when talking to 
or about a black male adult. 
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bra, b r a s s i e r e (bra:, bra 'ziar) noun, general use. An article 
of clothing that gives support to the breasts. "Her bra 
size is 36-C." 

b r e a s t (brest) noun, general use. The upper chest area of 
either a man or a woman. 

b r e a s t s (brests) noun, plural, general use. The mammary 
glands. The female organs which produce milk for a 
newborn baby. 

-breas ted (-'bres tid) adj. general use. Combined with big, 
or small, this is used to describe the size of the breasts. 
"She's a big-breasted woman." 

b r e a s t f e e d (brest fi:d) verb, general use. Give a baby milk 
from the mother's breast. To nurse a baby. "Are you 
planning to breast feed your baby or bottle-feed it?" "Mrs. 
Jacobs breast fed all seven of her children." 

*briefs (bri:fs) noun, plural, general use. Men's undershorts. 

bris (bns) noun, formal and religious use. The circumcision 
of a Jewish baby boy seven days after birth. Family and 
friends are invited to a formal ceremony. The foreskin of 
the baby's penis is cut by a religious official called a mohel 
(mou hal). Then the family celebrates and has a party. 

*Bronx c h e e r (branks 't fiar) noun, slang. A loud passing of 
gas from the rectum, done on purpose to show contempt. 
A sound made by sticking the tongue out and expelling air 
around it. "He gave out a Bronx cheer to show that he did 
not care for our offer." 

brothe l ('bra 9al) noun, formal. A house of prostitution. 

*brown e y e (braun 'an) noun, slang. The anus. 

* b r u s h (brA f) noun, vulgar. A woman's pubic hair. 

buck s n o r t ('bAk sno:rt) noun, vulgar. Aloud release of 
intestinal gas. 
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*bugger ('bA gar) 1. verb, vulgar. To have sexual intercourse 
in the rectum. Commit sodomy. 2. noun, vulgar., A person 
who commits buggery. A homosexual. 

b u g g e r y ('bA ga ri) noun, vulgar. The act of sexual 
intercourse in the rectum. Sodomy. 

b u l l d y k e ('bul daik) noun, vulgar. A lesbian who is mannish 
and aggressive, (derogatory) 

bul l sh i t ('bul Jit) noun, vulgar. 1. The feces of bulls (male 
cattle). 2. A story or description that is not believable. Lies. 
"What Erik told you is a lot of bullshit. Don't believe him." 
3. Meaningless sentences, stories, or facts. "Helen didn't 
know the answers to any of the questions on the 
examination, so she just wrote a whole lot of bullshit and 
hoped the professor would give her a passing grade." 
4. verb, vulgar. To tell lies or false stories. To grossly 
exaggerate. "Don't let Paul bullshit you; he doesn't know 
what he's talking about." 5. To talk, argue, tell jokes, enjoy 
casual conversation among friends. "We sat around 
bullshitting until the bars closed. 

*bull (bul) noun, euphemism for bullshit. "You're full of bull." 
(I don't believe you.) "Don'tgive me that bull." (Don't lie to 
me.) B.S. (bi: es) = bullshit. 

bul l sh i t ar t i s t ('bul Jit 'a:r tist) noun, vulgar. A person who 
tells unbelievable stories but gets other people to believe 
that the stories are true. "Gary would make a good 
salesman. He's quite a bullshit artist." 

b u m (bAm) noun, slang. Buttocks. 

Bumble fuck (bAm bal fAk) (also Bumfuck, East Bumfuck) 
U.S.A. noun, vulgar. A quiet, boring town in a farm area, 
where there is nothing interesting to do; "Nowheresville." 

*bumpers ('bAm parz) noun, plural, slang. A woman's 
breasts. (Cars have bumpers in front and back to soften the 
impact in case of an accident.) 

*bung h o l e CbAn houl) noun, vulgar. The anus. 
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*buns (bAnz) noun, plural, slang euphemism. The 
buttocks. "He has a nice pair of buns." 

*bunny ('bA ni) noun, slang. A loose woman. 
A male or female prostitute. 

bunnyfuck ('bA ni fAk) verb, vulgar. 
Very rapid intercourse. 

*bush (buj) noun, vulgar. A woman's pubic hair. 

*bus iness ; to do one's b u s i n e s s (ta du: wAnz 'biz nes) 
verb phrase, euphemism. To defecate, to urinate, to use the 
bathroom. 

*bust (bASt) noun, general use. The breast area of a woman. 
This word is used in giving the measurements of the body 
and for clothing sizes. "Miss America has a thirty-six-inch 
bust, a twenty-five-inch waist, and thirty-eight-inch hips." 
"Blouses, brassieres, and bathing suits are generally 
marked with the bust size." 

*butch (butf) noun, slang. A female homosexual who appears 
masculine in haircut, dress, or manner. 

*butt (bAt) noun, slang. The buttocks. "I was ice-skating and 
fell on my butt." 

but tocks ('bA Daks) noun, formal and general use. The fatty, 
muscular area of the lower back. 

*button ('bAt an) noun, slang. The clitoris. Also, love button. 

C 
ca ca ('ka ka) noun, children's word. Feces, make ca ca. 

verb phrase. Defecate. 

call girl ('kol 93rD noun, general use. A high-priced 
prostitute. She works by appointment, not in a house of 
prostitution or on the street. 

*camp (kaemp) adj. slang. Gay. 

c a m p as a r o w of t e n t s ('kaemp aez a 'rou av 'tents) adj. 
slang. Very clearly gay. 
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*can (kaen) noun, slang. 1. The buttocks. "He fell on his can." 
2. The bathroom. "Who's in the can? Hurry up! I have to go, 
too!" 

carnal k n o w l e d g e ('ka:r nsl 'na bd3) noun phrase, 
euphemism. Sexual intimacy. 

cas tra te ('kae streit) verb, formal and medical use. Remove 
the testicles by surgery. "Bulls are castrated so they will be 
easier to handle and the meat will be more tender." "Male 
cats are often castrated to prevent their habit of urinating 
on furniture." Synonyms: neuter, fix. 

cat h o u s e ('kaet haus) noun, slang. A house of prostitution. 

cerv ix ('sAr viks) noun, medical use. The neck or opening of 
the uterus. 

c h a n g e of l i fe (tfeind3 sv 'laif) noun, euphemism. The 
menopause in women. "My wife is going through the change 
of life. I guess we won't have any more children unless we 
adopt some." the change (da tjeind3) = The change of life. 

*cheap (t Ji:p) adj. derogatory slang. Having low morals, 
dressing in poor taste, wearing too much makeup, easy for 
men to have sexual relations with, etc. "Look at that 
blonde. With the purple lipstick and the low-cut blouse, she 
sure looks cheap." 

*cheat (t fi:t) verb, slang. To be unfaithful to one's husband, 
wife, or steady sex partner. To have sexual relations with 
another person without the knowledge of one's usual 
partner. To commit adultery. "Marcia cheats on her 
husband all the time." "Jordan never cheats on his 
girlfriend." noun, slang. A person who is not faithful to a 
lover or spouse, (spouse = husband or wife) 

c h e c k t h e p l u m b i n g (tjek da 'pU mirj) verb phrase, 
slang euphemism. Go to the bathroom. "Excuse me. I'll be 
back as soon as I check the plumbing." Also, inspect the 
plumbing. 
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* c h e e k s (tjiiks) noun, plural, general use. The two round, 
fatty sections of the buttocks. Sometimes called the "lower 
cheeks" to distinguish from the face cheeks. 

*cherry Ctjer i) noun, vulgar. 1. The hymen. The flap 
of skin that covers part of the vagina before a woman's 
first act of sexual intercourse. An unbroken hymen is 
considered to be a sign of virginity. 2. A virgin; an 
inexperienced person. 

b u s t a c h e r r y (bAst a 'tjer i) vulgar. To have sexual 
intercourse with a girl who is a virgin. 

l o se one 's c h e r r y (lu:z WAnz 'tjer i) vulgar. To have 
intercourse for the first time, losing one's virginity. 

st i l l h a v e a c h e r r y (stil haev a 'tjer i) vulgar. To be a 
virgin, a woman who has never had sexual intercourse. 

*chest (tjest) noun. 1. general use. The front area of the body 
between the shoulders and the waist on either a man or a 
woman. 2. slang. The breasts of a woman. 

chi ch i ('tji: tji:) adjective, slang. Gay. 

* c h i c k e n ('tji kan) noun, slang. A young male prostitute 
who sells sexual services to older male homosexuals. 

*ch icken h a w k ('tji kan ha:k) noun, slang. A male 
homosexual who buys the sexual services of a young male 
prostitute. 

c h i c k e n s h i t ('tji kan Jit) noun, vulgar. Something that is 
completely worthless, uninteresting and unrewarding. 
"What is this chicken shit you sold me?" Also used as an 
adjective. "Y. said he hated his chicken-shit job, so he was 
planning to quit." 

c h o c h a ('t Jo tja) noun, vulgar. Vagina, (from the Spanish) 

c h o k e t h e c h i c k e n ('tJouk da 'tji kan) verb phrase, vulgar. 
Masturbate. 
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c i r c u m c i s i o n (sar kam 'si 3an) noun, formal and general use. 
A surgical procedure to remove part of the foreskin of a 
baby boy's penis. It is done for religious or health reasons. 
"All Jewish baby boys are circumcised ('sar kam saizd) 
seven days after birth." The formal ceremony to which 
family and friends are invited is called a bris. 

*clap (klaep) noun, vulgar. Gonorrhea, a venereal disease. A 
disease that is gotten through sexual contact with an 
infected person. (Used with the) "R. got the clap from a 
prostitute." 

*cl imax ('klai maeks) noun, formal and general use. 
1. Orgasm. The moment of most intense pleasure during 
sexual intercourse. The male climax is when he ejaculates. 
A woman's climax is when there are rhythmic contractions 
in the vagina. 2. verb. "They climaxed together." 

r e a c h a c l i m a x (ri:tj a klai maeks) verb phrase, general 
use. Have an orgasm. "A man may reach a climax before 
his partner." 

c l i tor i s ('klit ar as) noun, formal, medical, and general use. 
The small, highly sensitive organ that is located in the 
forward part of the vulva. This is the organ in the female 
that is responsible for much sexual pleasure and orgasm, 
adjective form: clitoral. 

clit (klit) noun, vulgar. The clitoris. 

c lose t case ; c l o s e t q u e e n ('kla zat keis, 'kla zat kwiin) 
noun, slang. A male homosexual who does not act like a 
homosexual in public. His neighbors and co-workers may 
think he is heterosexual. 

to c o m e o u t of tt \ c l o s e t (ta kAm 'aut av da 'kla zat) 
verb phrase, slang. To stop hiding one's homosexuality. To 
stop pretending in public to be a heterosexual. "When the 
Gay Liberation Movement began, thousands of gay men 
and women came out of the closet." 
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*coconuts ('kou ka nAts) noun, plural, slang. A woman's 
breasts. 

*cock (kak) noun. 1. vulgar. The penis. This is one of the 
most common terms used among men to refer to the 
male sex organ. 2. general use. A rooster (male chicken). 

*cockpit (kak pit) noun, vulgar. A woman's genitals. 

cock sucker ('kak SAk ar) noun, vulgar. Literally, a person 
who sucks cocks (performs fellatio); a male homosexual. 
The word is more often used as an insult to describe a 
hateful person. It is similar to, but much stronger than, the 
words bastard and son of a bitch. 

cock tease ('kak ti:z) noun, vulgar. A woman who acts as 
though she were sexually interested in a man, but who will 
not have intercourse with him after he has become aroused. 
"Naomi has the reputation of being a cock tease." 

*cod (kad) noun, vulgar. Penis 

cod piece (kad piis) noun, general use. In medieval times, a 
covering for the penis that protected it and exaggerated its 
size. 

cohabit (kou 'haeb it) verb, formal and legal use. 1. To live 
together as man and wife. "They decided to get married 
after cohabiting for six years." 2. To have regular sexual 
relations when married. 

>itus ('kou i tas) noun, formal and medical use. Sexual 
intercourse. "During coitus, the blood pressure and pulse of 
both partners rises." "The average married couple in their 
twenties engages in coitus two to five times a week." 

cojones; c o h o n e s (ko 'ho neis)/(kou 'hou ni:z) noun, 
plural, vulgar. 1. Testicles. "Look at the cojones on that 
dog!" 2. Masculine courage. "It takes cojones to be in the 
Marines." 
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colorful l a n g u a g e ('kA lar fal 'laerj gwid3) noun, general 
use and euphemism. Speech that is full of slang or vulgar 
expressions, or unusual ways of describing things. 
"Reading this book will help you to understand some 
colorful language." 

*come; c u m (kAm) 1. verb, slang. Have an orgasm or sexual 
climax. (In a male, ejaculate.) "Paul always comes three or 
four times before Ken comes." "Did you come yet?" (A 
common question by anxious lovers.) "I'm c-c-c-coming\" she 
moaned. 2. noun, slang, cum: The semen or vaginal fluid 
that is ejaculated during orgasm. 

*come a c r o s s (kAm 'a kros) verb phrase, slang. To submit to 
a man's sexual advances. "Women don't come across so easy 
anymore," said Xavier. "I guess they're all afraid of getting 
AIDS." 

c o m e - h i t h e r l o o k (kAm 'hid ar 'luk)) noun, general use. 
An expression on a person's face that seems to say "I'm 
feeling passionate. Come here." "Glenda wore a loose-fitting 
robe and gave Jack that come-hither look that he could not 
resist." 

comfort s t a t i o n ('kAm fart 'stei fan) noun, euphemism. 
A public bathroom, usually along a well-traveled highway. 

c o m m o d e (kA 'moud) noun, euphemism. A toilet. 

*conce ive (kAn 'si:v) verb, formal and general use. 
To become pregnant. "Tiffany has been trying to conceive 
ever since she got married." 

C o n c e p t i o n (kAn 'sep Jan) noun, formal and medical use. 
The union of the male sex cell (sperm) with the female sex 
cell (ovum). "Some religions teach that a human life begins 
at the moment of conception." 

c o n d o m ('ka n dam) noun, general use. A contraceptive 
worn by the male over the penis. It may be made of very 
thin rubber latex or the thin membrane of animal 
intestines. "The condom is 94% safe as a preventative of 
pregnancy." 
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cons t ipa ted ('kan sta peit ad) adjective, formal and 
general use. Unable to defecate; having difficulty in passing 
stool. "Every time Ann ate cheese, she became 
constipated, and didn't have a bowel movement for 
days." 

c o n s t i p a t i o n ('kan sta pei Jan) noun, formal and 
general use. Difficulty in moving one's bowels. "To avoid 
constipation, eat salads, raw fruits, and whole grains. Also, 
drink plenty of water." 

c o n t r a c e p t i o n (kan tra 'sep Jan) noun, formal. Methods of 
preventing pregnancy. Birth control. "Jean asked her doctor 
if there were any new forms of contraception that were 
more effective than 'the pill.'" 

*coolie ('ku: li) noun, children's word, euphemism. 
The buttocks. 

copulate ('kap yu leit) verb, formal and medical use. Have 
sexual intercourse. "Most animals copulate less frequently 
than human beings." 

*crabs (kraebz) noun, plural, slang and general use. A certain 
kind of lice t h a t live in t h e pubic h a i r of h u m a n s (also in 
underarm hair and beards). They are very tiny and 
extremely itchy. "Crabs can be caught from close personal 
contact, from sleeping in a bed or from sitting on a toilet 
that has been used by someone with crabs." 

crab ladder ('kraeb l a e dar) noun, slang; humorous use. 
Some men have hair leading from the pubic area to the 
navel. This hair could supposedly be used by crabs (lice), if 
the person had them, to climb to t h e midsection of t h e body. 

*crack (kraek) noun, vulgar. The vagina. 

*cramps (kraemps) noun, plural, general use. Contractions of 
the intestine or uterus, causing pain. "Clarissa always gets 
cramps on the first day of her menstrual period." 
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*crap (kraep) noun, vulgar. Feces, (synonym: shit) Take 
a crap. Defecate. Full of crap, vulgar. Full of lies and 
unbelievable stories. "Pete is full of crap. Don't follow his 
advice, whatever you do." Worthless things. "Why did you 
buy all that crap? You've wasted a lot of your money." 
"Mary ate lots of crap" (candy, soda, chocolate, beer, potato 
chips). 

*cream (krkm) 1. noun, vulgar. Semen. 2. verb, vulgar. To 
ejaculate; to have an orgasm, c r e a m in one's jeans verb 
phrase, vulgar. To ejaculate with one's pants still on. This is 
often an exaggerated way of saying that someone is very 
sexually aroused. "Philip nearly creamed in his jeans when 
Maria Mammalia walked into the room." 

c r o t c h (kratj) noun, general use. The pubic area. The 
angle formed by the two legs where they join the body. (A 
tree has a crotch, too.) 

c r o t c h rot ('kratj rat) noun, slang. Itchy, irritable skin in 
the crotch area; jock itch. 

c r u d (krAd) noun, slang. 1. Dried semen. 2. Any disgusting 
dirt or dried food. 

* c u c u m b e r ('kyu kAm bar) noun, slang. 1. The penis. 
2. An artificial penis, or a device to use for masturbation. 

c u c k o l d CkAk aid) 1. noun, slang. A husband whose wife has 
been unfaithful. 2. verb, slang. To make one's husband a 
cuckold by having sex with another man. 

c u n n i l i n g u s (kA ni 'lirj gas) noun, formal. Oral-genital 
contact. Stimulation of the female genitalia by the 
partner's tongue. 

c u n t (kAnt) noun, vulgar. 1. The vagina. 2. A woman, 
(derogatory). 

c u n t l e t ('kAnt let) noun, vulgar. A young girl. An attractive 
woman. 
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*curse (ksrs) verb, general use. 1. To use vulgar language. 
To swear. "Timothy was so angry he cursed for five minutes." 
2. To ask God or the Devil to cause bad luck or injury to 
happen to someone or something. "We cursed the 
landlord for raising the rent." 3. noun, general use. Any 
vulgar word. "Marcus knows a lot of curses and he's only 
five years old." 4. Bad luck sent by God or the Devil or 
one's enemies. "Dillon blamed all of his bad luck on a 
curse that his enemies had put on him." 

t h e c u r s e (de kars) noun, slang. The menstrual period. 
"Carla won't go swimming because she has the curse." (This 
word implies that the speaker has a negative feehng about 
this natural body function.) 

*cut t h e c h e e s e (kAt da 'tji:z) verb phrase, slang. To expel 
gas from the rectum. "Phew, what a smell! Who cut the 
cheese?" 

c u t a fart (kAt a 'fa:rt) verb, vulgar. To expel gas from 
the rectum. Also: cut one. "Yolanda ate rice and beans for 
lunch and she's been cutting farts all afternoon." 

D 
d a m n ! d a m n it! (daem, daem it) verb, interjection, vulgar. 

An expression of anger or disappointment. God damn it! 
vulgar. Expression of extreme irritation or anger. "Damn 
you\ I told you not to bother me when I'm busy!" (The verb 
damn means to condemn to Hell, or eternal punishment 
after death. Christian church teachings forbid the use of 
this word as an expression of anger.) 

d a m n e d ; d a m n (daemd, daem) adj. vulgar. Annoying, 
broken, useless, worthless. "This damned car isn't any 
damn good!" "You damned idiot! You've ruined everything!" 

*dark m e a t ('dairk mi:t) vulgar expression. Sex with a black 
person. "Harry's buddies teased him about his black 
girlfriend. They asked him how he liked dark meat." 

d a r n , d a r n it! (da:rn, dairn it) slang, interjections. 
Euphemisms for damn and damn it. 
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d a t e r a p e ('deit reip) noun, slang. Forcible sexual 
intercourse while on a date. This is a crime. 

*debut (dei 'byu:) noun, slang. A gay person's first sexual 
experience with another gay person. 

*dece ive (one's sex partner) (da 'si:v) verb, euphemism and 
general use. To hurt one's husband or wife (boyfriend or 
girlfriend) by having sexual relations with another person. 

d e f e c a t e ('de fa keit) verb, formal. To expel (push out) 
feces from the rectum. 

d e l i c a t e par t s of t h e a n a t o m y ('de la kat pa:rts av 6i 
a 'naet a mi) noun phrase, plural, euphemism. Genitals, 
usually male testicles. "Women, if you are attacked by a 
rapist," said the police officer, "kick him in the delicate 
parts of his anatomy." 

d e r r i e r e (dear i: 'ear) noun, euphemism. Buttocks. This 
word is borrowed from the French. 

*des ire (da 'zair) 1. verb, general use. To want in a sexual 
way. To have a sexual need for someone. 2. noun, general 
use. A sexual need. "His desire for her increased each day 
that she rejected him." 

* d e t h r o n e d (di: 'Ground) verb, past participle, gay slang. 
Caught by the police and sent out of a public toilet. 

devi l 's d i ck ('de valz 'dik) noun, vulgar. A pipe for smoking 
drugs. 

* d i a p h r a g m ('dai a 'fraem) noun, formal and general use. 
A contraceptive device. It is a circular piece of rubber that 
is inserted into the woman's vagina before intercourse. It 
prevents sperm from entering the uterus. (There are many 
non-sexual uses of the word diaphragm, in the fields of 
anatomy, electronics, optics, and mechanics.) 

d i a r r h e a ('dai a 'ri: a) noun, formal and general use. 
A need to defecate frequently. The feces are watery and 
hard to control. "Lynn had diarrhea from eating green 
apples." "The druggist said to take this medication to stop 
the baby's diarrhea." 
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dick (dik) noun, vulgar. The penis. 

didd le ('di dal) verb, vulgar. 1. To masturbate. 2. To have 
sexual intercourse. 3. To waste time. "Stop diddling 
around, and get to work!" 4. To cheat someone. 

*dig ou t (dig 'aut) verb phrase, vulgar. Have sexual 
intercourse (from a male point of view). 

di ldo ('dil dou) noun, vulgar. 1. An artificial penis used for 
masturbation or sexual play. 2. An extremely stupid or 
clumsy person. 

d i n g l e b e r r y ('dig gal ber i) noun, vulgar. 1. A small piece 
of feces caught in the crotch hairs near the anus. 2. A 
stupid person. 

*dipst ick ('dip stik) noun, vulgar. Penis. (A dipstick is a long 
measuring rod that is kept in a tube in a car's engine to 
check the level of oil in the car. 

*dirty ('dar ti) adj. slang. Having a vulgar or sexual meaning: 
dirty words, dirty pictures, dirty jokes, dirty movies, etc. 

to h a v e a d ir ty m i n d (ta haev a 'dar ti 'mamd) idiom, 
slang. To think of sex often. To think that other people 
are always thinking of sex. To interpret words with 
double meanings according to their sexual meanings 
rather than in their general-use meanings. 

dirty o l d m a n noun, slang. An older man who is 
interested in flirting, touching, and seducing women. 
This may be used as a term of affection, or in a 
derogatory way. 

*discharge ('dis tfa:rd3) noun, formal and general use. 
A liquid that comes out of the penis or vagina which may 
indicate that there is an infection or diseased condition. 
"She went to the gynecologist for a check up because she 
had a frequent bad-smelling discharge." "One symptom of 
gonorrhea is a pus-like discharge from the penis." 

*diving s u i t ('dai virj su:t) noun, slang. Condom. 

*do it ('du: it) verb, slang. To have sexual intercourse. 
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d o g s ty le ('da:g stai al) adverb, slang. Sexual intercourse 
with the woman on her hands and knees, and the man 
entering the vagina from the rear. 

*doodle ('du: dal) noun, vulgar. Penis. 

d o o d o o ('du: 'du:) noun, children's word. Feces. 
Also: doodee, make doo doo, defecate. 

dork (da:rk) noun, vulgar. Penis. 

d o u b l e m e a n i n g (dA bal 'mi: nig) noun, general use. 
Having two meanings, one of which is vulgar or sexual. 
"Words with double meanings are often the basis of jokes." 

d o u c h e (du:J") verb, formal. To clean the vagina with water 
or medicated fluid, using a douche bag and syringe. "The 
doctor advised her to douche twice a week for four weeks." 
Warning: This word does not mean "shower." The Spanish 
word "ducha," French "douche," and other European 
words look similar, but the meanings are not the same. 

d o u c h e b a g ('du:J baeg) noun, general use. 1. The bag that 
contains the water for the douche. 2. vulgar. A very stupid 
and disliked person. 

(go) d o w n on (gou 'daun an) verb, vulgar. To perform 
fellatio or cunnilingus. To give mouth-to-genital 
stimulation. 

d o w n t h e r e ('daun dear) noun, euphemism. The pubic area. 
The genitals. "Tom fell off his bicycle and hurt himself, uh, 
you know...down there." 

*drrig (draeg) noun, slang. A male who is wearing woman's 
clothing is said to be "in drag." 

dra in a l i zard ('drein a 'h zard) verb phrase, slang. 
Urinate. 

drain a v e i n ('drein a Vein) verb phrase, slang. Urinate. 

*drawers (dmrrz) noun, general use. Undershorts or panties. 

drop one's l o a d (drop WAnz 'loud) verb phrase, vulgar. 
To ejaculate. 
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drop one's beads; drop one's hairpins 
(drop wAnz biids; drop WAIIZ hear pmz) verb phrases. 
slang. To show through behavior that one is gay. 

dry hump (drai hAmp) verb, vulgar. To go through the 
motions of sexual intercourse completely clothed and 
without any actual genital contact. 

duff (dAf) noun, euphemism. The buttocks. "On one's 
duff' means sitting. "Get off your duff and let's get 
going." 

*dump; dump a load (dAmp, dAmp 3 loud) verb phrase 
vulgar. Defecate. 

dung (dArj) noun. 1. general use. Cow or horse droppings, 
manure. 2. slang. A hated person. 

*duster (ldA star) noun, slang euphemism. The buttocks. 

*dyke (daik) noun, slang. A lesbian (female homosexual) 
who plays a masculine role. She may dress in mannish 
clothing, and walk, talk, and act in a masculine manner. A 
diesel dyke ('di: sal daik) is a large, very aggressive 
lesbian. 

d y s m e n o r r h e a (dis 'me na ri a) noun, formal and medical 
use. Painful cramps that accompany the menstrual period. 
"Some teenagers suffer from dysmenorrhea, but it is less 
common among mature women." 

E 

easy make (i: zi 'meik) noun, slang. A woman who 
will consent to have sexual intercourse with a man whom 
she doesn't know very well. Derogatory use. 

*eat (i:t) verb, vulgar. To perform cunnilingus or fellatio. To 
stimulate the genitals of one's partner with the mouth and 
tongue. 

eat it r a w verb phrase, vulgar. Cunnilingus 

*egg (eg) noun, general use. The ovum, or female sex cell. 
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^ejaculate (i 'd3se kya leit) verb, formal. Have a sexual 
orgasm, excreting semen. 

*e l iminate (a 'lim a neit) verb, formal, lb excrete waste 
products. Technically, this word includes perspiration, 
urination, and defecation. It is often used, however, in the 
sense of defecation alone. 

e m p t y one's b l a d d e r ('emp ti wAnz 'blae dar) verb 
phrase, formal. To urinate. Nurse to patient: "The doctor 
would like you to empty your bladder before the examination." 

e n e m a ('c na ma) noun, general use. A cleaning-out of the 
rectum and lower colon by injecting warm water through 
the anus. "T. was constipated; the doctor advised him to 
take an enema.'" "The nurse gave the patient an enema 
before the operation." 

e n u r e s i s (e nya 'ri: sis) noun, formal and medical use. 
1. A problem of urinating in bed while one is asleep. "David 
suffered from enuresis until he was eleven years old." 2. 
Loss of control of the bladder. "Many elderly people begin to 
suffer from enuresis." 

* e q u i p m e n t (i: 'kwip mant) noun, slang. Male sex organs. 
The right equipment slang. Well-equipped adjective. 
slang. Having a large penis and testicles. 

*erect, to be (ta bi: a 'rekt) verb phrase, general use. When 
the penis is firm, engorged with blood and ready for sexual 
intercourse. 

*erec t ion (a 'rek Jan) noun, general use. A firm or erect 
penis. "Ted gets an erection whenever he sees Connie." 
"Warren lost his erection when he heard the baby cry." 

erot ic (a 'ra tik) adj. general use. Sexually stimulating. 
"Mike likes erotic stories and movies." 

erot i ca (a 'ra ti ka) noun, plural, general use. Collections 
of pictures and stories referring to sex. 
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*escort s e r v i c e ('es ko:rt 'sar vis) noun, euphemism. 
A business that provides male or female companions to 
accompany a person to a party, event, or gathering, for a 
fee. It often includes sexual favors. 

e u n u c h ('yu nsk) noun, formal and general use. A male 
whose testicles have been removed in childhood, or whose 
testicles do not function normally. A eunuch does not 
have a deep masculine voice, beard, or pubic hair, and 
cannot have sexual intercourse. 

"'excited (ek 'sai tad) adj. general use. Aroused sexually. 
"X-rated videos get Dan excited." 

^exhib i t ion i s t (ck si 'bi Ja rust) noun, general use. 
1. A person who acts in a way to attract attention to 
himself. Actors, politicians, and other performers are 
exhibitionists in a way. 2. A person who receives sexual 
pleasure from showing parts of his or her body in public to 
strangers. 

*expect (ik 'spekt) verb, general use. To wait for the 
birth of a baby. To be pregnant. "Judy is expecting in July." 
(She will give birth to a baby in July.) 

e x p e c t a n t (ik 'spek tant) adj. general use. Pregnant. 
"Mrs. Thomas went to a clinic for expectant mothers." 
"When are you expecting?" is a common question asked of 
pregnant women. "The Johnsons are expecting a visit from 
the stork." (A stork is a large bird with a very long bill. A 
few generations ago, parents did not fSel comfortable in 
discussing reproduction with children, so they told them 
that babies are "brought by the stork.") 

F 
F (ef) verb, vulgar euphemism. Abbreviation of fuck. "Fyoul" 

she shouted." "Get the F out of here!" "Where's the F-ing 
key?" 

*faci l i t ies (fg 'sil 3 ti:s) noun, plural, slang. The bathroom. 
"Excuse me, may I use your facilities?" 
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fac ts of l i fe ('faekts av laif) noun phrase, euphemism. 
The facts about sex and reproduction. "H. thought his son 
was old enough to learn the facts of life. It was too late. His 
son had learned them from a friend when the kids were six 
years old." 

fag; f aggo t (faeg, 'fae gat) noun, derogatory slang. 
A male homosexual. 

*fairy ('fear i) noun, slang. A homosexual. 

*faithful ('fei0 fal) adj. general use, euphemism. Having 
sexual intercourse with one partner only. "M.'s husband has 
always been faithful to her, and she has been a faithful 
wife." unfaithful. (An 'feiG fal) adj. euphemism. The 
opposite of faithful. "When Gina found out her husband had 
been unfaithful, she was miserable." 

fake an o r g a s m ; f a k e it ('feik an 'a:r gae zam; 'feik it) 
verb phrase, slang. To pretend to reach a sexual climax by 
dramatically acting as if one were receiving intense 
pleasure. "Marcia faked her orgasms to please her 
husband." 

'• i lsies ('fol si:z) noun, plural, slang. Rubber or cotton pads 
placed in a woman's brassiere to give the appearance of 
having larger breasts. "Nobody knew she wore falsies." 

fami ly j e w e l s ('faem a li 'dzu walz) noun, plural, slang, 
humorous. The male sex organs, penis and testicles. (Jewels 
are precious stones, such as rubies and diamonds. This 
expression shows a high regard placed on the male sex 
organs.) 

fanny ('fae ni) noun, slang. The buttocks. 

fan one's as s ; fan one's p u s s y (faen WAnz ass, 
faen WAHZ pu si) verb phrase, vulgar. (For a woman) 
Dress and walk in a way that shows off one's sexual 
attractiveness. 
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fart (fa:rt) 1. verb, vulgar. Expel gas from the rectum. 
"Beans make you fart." "Larry farted and blamed it on the 
dog." 2. noun, vulgar. The gas that is expelled. 3. verb 
phrases, vulgar, lay a fart; blow a fart; let loose a fart; 
give out a fart. Expel gas. 

f e ce s (fi: si:z) noun, plural, formal and medical use. The 
undigested waste that is expelled from the rectum 
when one goes to the toilet. 

f e l la t io (fe lei Ji: ou) noun, formal. Oral-genital 
contact. Mouth-to-penis sexual stimulation. 

p e r f o r m fe l la t io formal. To give sexual pleasure by 
stimulating the penis with the mouth. 

f e m i n i n e s y r i n g e ('fe mi nin sa 'nnd3) noun, euphemism. 
A douche bag and hose for cleaning the vagina. 

f e t i sh i s t ('fet i Jist) noun, formal. A person who becomes 
sexually aroused by a particular part of a person, clothing, 
or some object. "She was a hair fetishist, and he was a foot 
fetishist. With her pretty feet, and his mop of hair, they got 
along very well." 

*flasher ('flaej or) noun, slang. A man who gets sexually 
aroused by showing his penis to female strangers in public. 
He may wear a raincoat covering his unzippered pants, and 
flash his coat open when a woman alone approaches him. 

f log one's d o n g (flag WAnz dorj) verb phrase, vulgar. 
Masturbate. 

*fiy (flai) noun, general use. The zipper or buttons in the 
front of trousers or pants. "J. was embarrassed to discover 
that his/Zy was open. He quickly zipped it up." 

f o r b i d d e n frui t (far bi dan 'fruit) noun phrase, slang. A 
person who is under the age of consent. This age is set by 
law in each state. Se: between an older person and an 
underage person is rape, with a serious punishment. (Often 
twenty years in jail.) 
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*foreplay ('fo:r plei) noun, general use. Sexual play before 
intercourse. Includes touching, kissing, talking, massaging, 
etc. "D. wanted her husband to pay more attention to 
foreplay when he made love to her." 

f o r e s k i n ('fo:r skm) noun, formal. The skin that covers the 
penis when it is not erect. 

f o r n i c a t e ('fair na keit) verb, formal and legal use and 
derogatory general use. To have sexual intercourse with 
someone to whom one is not married. "Fornication is 
against the law in many states." 

foul l a n g u a g e (faul 'laeri gwid3) noun, general use. Vulgar 
language. "We don't want any foul language in this 
playground," said the police officer. 

foul m o u t h (faul mauO) noun, general use. A person who 
uses vulgar words frequently in places where this is 
socially unacceptable. "My friend Gert has a foul mouth. 
I'm embarrassed to go to parties with her." 

four- le t ter w o r d s ('fo:r let ar wArd3) noun, plural. 
general use. Vulgar words. Many vulgar words contain just 
four letters. Some common ones are piss, shit, fart, fuck, 
cock, cunt, hell, damn. 

*fox (faks) also, foxy l a d y noun, slang. A sexually attractive, 
clever, independent, and fashionable woman. "Monica is 
quite a fox." 

free l o v e (fri: IAV) noun. 1. euphemism. Used by older 
people. Sexual relationships without marriage. "The 
younger generations all believe in free love," complained 
Harry's grandmother. "In my day, you waited until the 
minister tied the knot." 2. slang. Promiscuous sex without 
any emotional or moral bond between the partners. 

*French (frentj") verb, slang. To perform fellatio or 
cunnilingus. Oral stimulation of the genitals. Also, speak 
French. 

F r e n c h d r e s s i n g (frentj 'dre sin) noun, slang. Semen. 
Homosexual use. 
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F r e n c h k i s s (frentj 'kis) noun, slang. Kissing in which one's 
tongue is inserted into the partner's mouth. 

F r e n c h l e t t e r (frentj" 'let ar) noun, slang. A condom. 

f resh frui t (frej* 'fru:t) noun, vulgar, very derogatory. A new 
arrival to a social group of homosexuals. 

*friend (frend) noun, euphemism. The menstrual period. 
"I can't go swimming because I've got my friend." 

fr ig (frig) verb, vulgar, euphemism for fuck. Generally 
used in expressions that do not imply sexual intercourse. 
friggin' (fng'n) less offensive form of fucking (as an 
adjective). "Where is that friggin' wallet?" 

*frigid ('fri d3id) adj. general use. 1. Cold. 2. Unable to 
respond sexually. (Said of a woman.) Unable to have 
orgasm. "It is as miserable to be a frigid wife as it is to 
have a frigid wife." 

fr ig id i ty (fn 'd3i da ti) noun, general use. Inability to 
respond sexually. "C. went to a sex-therapy clinic to see if 
her frigidity could be cured." 

*fruit (fruit) noun, slang. Homosexual, (derogatory) 

fuck (fAk) verb, vulgar. 1. To have sexual intercourse (with). 
This is the most common vulgar word for sexual 
intercourse. The word fuck also has many meanings that 
have no relationship with sexual activity. They are all 
considered vulgar. 2. To treat badly or unfairly; to cheat. 
"Don't deal with that company; they fuck all their 
customers." "J. got fucked by his business partners and lost 
all his money." 3. The words the fuck may be added in the 
middle of a command, to add emphasis or show anger: 
"Shut the fuck up!" "Sit the fuck down." It may be added to 
questions, with the same effect: "Who the fuck is that? 
Where the fuck are we? Why the fuck didn't you tell me? 
What the fuck are you doing?" 
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fuck a r o u n d (f Ak a 'raund) verb, vulgar. 1. Fool around. 
Annoy. "Stop fucking around] I'm getting angry." 2. Be idle; 
loiter at a place without any purposeful activity. "We went 
down to the ball field and just fucked around for a while. 
There wasn't anything else to do." 

f u c k e r ('fA kar) noun, vulgar. 1. Disliked person. "Bob? 
Oh, that fucker? Don't trust him." 2. Unfortunate 
person. "A drunk tried to cross the street against the 
light. The poor fucker got hit by a car." 

f u c k i n g ('fA kin)/('fA krn) adj. vulgar. 1. Bad, rotten, 
no-good, worthless. "P. is a fucking idiot." 2. Among 
some all-male groups, such as sailors, soldiers, 
members of sports teams, prisoners, construction 
workers, and others, the word fucking is used by habit 
as an adjective in front of any noun. "Pass the fucking 
salt." "Where's the fucking knife?" It has no meaning, 
other than to establish either the manhood of the 
speaker, or the bond among men of a similar social 
class. 3. adverb, vulgar. Very. "That's fucking great!" 
The word fucking is also used as an internal affix of a 
long word. Absolutely becomes abso-fucking-lutely. 
Unconscious becomes un-fucking-conscious. 

Tesponsible becomes irre-fucking-sponsible. 

fuck off (fAk af) verb, vulgar. Go away; stop bothering 
someone. "I was too busy to listen to his complaints, so I 
told him to fuck off." 

fuck one's fist verb phrase, vulgar. Masturbate. 

fuck one's m i n d verb phrase, vulgar. Brainwash. 
To confuse permanently. "Ivan started using heroin and 
it really fucked his mind. He steals from his parents to 
pay for his drugs." 

fuck up Of Ak 'Ap) verb, vulgar. Do an incompetent 
job, creating more work for others. Ruin; confuse; make 
serious errors. 'The hospital really fucked up this bill." 
"The architect fucked up the design of the house. He 
didn't leave enough room for the upstairs stairway." 
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fuck-up ('f Ak Ap) noun, vulgar. An incompetent 
person. Someone who usually makes things worse when 
he does a job. "D. is a real fuck-up. No matter how many 
times you explain something to him, he manages to do 
it wrong." 

f u c k e d up ('fAkt Vp) adjective, vulgar. Incorrectly 
assembled; broken in many places. "This engine is 
all fucked up." Drunk; stoned (on drugs); sad. "Al 
gets fucked up every weekend." 

fuck s o m e o n e up verb, vulgar. Cause someone to 
suffer mental or physical injury. To confuse. "The 
suicide fucked him up real bad." 

fuck w i t h ('fAk wi6) verb, vulgar. Interfere with; touch 
with intention of hurting or damaging; deal with in a 
dishonest way. "Anyone who fucks with old Sam better 
be careful. Sam'll kill him." 

fuck y o u ! interjection, vulgar. 1. Damn you! Said in 
great anger with hopes that the listener will have 
serious bad luck. 2. No. Leave me alone. You irritate 
me. 

(Go) f u c k yoursel f ! interjection, vulgar. Interjection 
showing great anger and contempt for the listener. 

I don't g i v e a fuck! expression, vulgar. I don't care in 
the least. It's completely unimportant to me. "/ don't 
give a fuck what you say; I'm going to do this my way." 

full of it; ful l of bull; ful l of c r a p phrases, euphemisms 
for full of shit, vulgar. Full of lies and exaggerated stories. 
"Don't listen to J. He's full of it." 

*fundament ('fAn da mant) noun, slang. The buttocks. 

funky ('fAn ki) adjective, slang. Having a bad body odor. 
"It was hot and sticky. The dancers got all funky by the end 
of the evening." 

furburger ('far bar gar) noun, vulgar. The vulva. The 
entrance to the vagina. 
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G 
G-spot (d3i: spat) noun, slang. A small area in the front wall 

of the vagina that, when stimulated during intercourse or 
masturbation, causes female ejaculation and a great 
release of body tension. 

g a n g b a n g Cgaeg baen) noun, vulgar. 1. An event during 
which several males take turns having intercourse with 
one female. This act may be considered group rape, or have 
the female's consent. 2. Sex in a group. 

*gas (gaes) noun, general use. Intestinal gas. "Doctor, I get gas 
when I eat cabbage." 

p a s s g a s (paes 'gaes) verb, general use. Expel gas from the 
rectum. 

*gay (gei) adj. slang. Homosexual, either male or female. 
This word is preferred by homosexuals. It is non-
derogatory. In the past few years, Americans have stopped 
using the word gay in its former meaning of "happy, jolly, 
care-free," in order to avoid misunderstanding. An older 
person might still say, "It was a gay party." However, to 
most Americans, this sentence now means "It was a party 
for homosexuals," and not, "It was a jolly party." 

Gay R i g h t s M o v e m e n t (gei raits 'mu:v mant) noun, 
general use. Organized campaigns, demonstrations, and 
activities to increase the rights of homosexuals. Also 
referred to as Gay Liberation or Gay Activism. Some of the 
goals are: change laws that discriminate against 
homosexuals; gain equal rights in employment, housing, 
health care, and child custody laws. 

g a y d a r ('gei da:r) noun, slang. The extra "sense" that a gay 
person has that tells him or her if another person is gay or 
not. 

g e n d e r ('d^cn dar) noun, general use. There are 3 genders: 
masculine (male), feminine (female), and neuter (neither 
male nor female). "What gender are the puppies?" "They're 
male." "We had our male cat neutered." 
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g e n i t a l i a (d3e na 'tei li a) noun, plural, formal. Sex organs. 
Reproductive organs of male or female. "The penis and 
testicles, and vagina and vulva all are parts of human 
genitalia." 

*get h o t (get 'hat) verb phrase, slang. Become sexually 
excited. 

g e t i n t o h e r p a n t s verb phrase, vulgar. Have sexual 
intercourse with a woman. "Vic wanted to get into his 
girlfriend's pants, but she was waiting for an 
engagement ring." 

g e t one's e n d w e t verb phrase, vulgar. Be successful at 
seducing a woman. "Get your end wet last night?" his 
roommate asked. 

g e t it up (get it 'Ap) verb phrase, slang. Have an erection. 
"Jack drank too much at the party. Although he felt 
romantic, he couldn't get it up" 

get a l i t t l e a c t i o n (get a lit al 'aek Jan) noun, slang. 
Sexual activity. The sailors visited a bar to see if they could 
get a little action with the women there. 

*get off verb phrase, slang. Be sexually satisfied; ejaculate; 
have an orgasm. "Jay gets off an dirty movies." 

get one's s h i t t o g e t h e r verb phrase, vulgar. To get 
organized; become prepared. "It's just a few days before the 
inspectors come, and this place is a mess. We've got to get 
our shit together, and straighten up." 

get to f irst b a s e (get ta farst beis) verb phrase, slang. 
Be successful in getting a girl or woman's interest; get to 
touch a woman's breast on a date. (A baseball analogy of 
the steps to seduction. Home run, or scoring, is to have 
intercourse.) Usually in the negative. "I couldn't get to first 
base with her." 

g igo lo ('d3i ga lou) noun, general use. A young man who 
has a relationship with a woman (usually older, or richer). 
He is not paid as a prostitute, but may receive money, gifts, 
presents, favors, or complete support in appreciation for his 
attention. 
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g ive h e a d (giv 'hed) verb phrase, vulgar. Perform fellatio, or 
cunnilingus. Give mouth-to-genital stimulation. 

*give a s h o t verb phrase, vulgar. Ejaculate in a woman. 

g l u t e u s m a x i m u s Cglu: ti: as 'maek si mas) noun, formal 
and medical use. The buttocks. The word is also used 
humorously. "Get off your gluteus maximus and start to 
work. 

*go (gou) verb, euphemism. Abbreviated form of go to the 
toilet. "Hurry up in the bathroom. I have to goV 

go d o w n , go d o w n t o w n verb, euphemism. Oral sex. 

g o n a d s Cgou naedz) noun, plural, formal and medical use. 
The reproductive organs; the testes and the ovaries. Sex 
glands, nads noun, slang. Gonads. 

g o n o r r h e a (ga na 'ri: a) noun, formal and medical use. 
A disease that affects the sex organs. It is acquired through 
sexual contact with someone who has it. One of the 
venereal diseases. Symptoms in the man are a pus-filled 
discharge from the penis, and painful urination. "A woman 
may have gonorrhea with no visible external symptoms." 

g o o s e (gu:s) verb, slang. To quickly poke something, such as 
a finger, into another person's anus. This may be done as a 
joke or as playful teasing. 

go up t h e o ld d ir t r o a d verb phrase, vulgar. 
Have anal sex. 

Greek w a y (gri:k wei) adverbial phrase, slang. 
Anal intercourse. 

gro in (groin) noun, general use. The crotch area. The pubic 
area. "The football player pulled a muscle in his groin." 

g y n e c o l o g i s t (gai na 'ka la d3ast) noun, formal. 
A doctor who specializes in treating women's reproductive 
organs. A gynecologist may also be an obstetrician 
(ab sta 'tri fan), a specialist in delivering babies. 
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H 
h a i r p i e (hear pai) noun, vulgar. The female genitalia, 

especially when considered as the object of cunnilingus, or 
mouth-to-genital stimulation. 

h a l f - a s s e d (haef aest) adj. vulgar. Stupid, lazy. 

hal f -and-hal f (haef an haef) adj. slang. Bisexual. 

*hams (haemz) noun, plural, slang. The buttocks. 

* h a m m e r ('haem ar) noun, vulgar. The penis. "Hey Joe, 
what's new? How's your hammer hanging?" (A greeting 
between males.) 

h a n d j o b ('haend d3ab) noun phrase, slang. Masturbation 
by hand. 

h a r d on ('ha:rd an) noun, vulgar. An erection (of the penis). 
"Gary wakes up every morning with a hard on." 

h a r l o t ('hair 1st) noun, slang. A cheap prostitute. 

*head (hed) noun. 1. slang. The bathroom. This term is most 
common among sailors, but is also used in bars and 
taverns. 2. general use. The head of the penis. 

to g i v e h e a d (ta giv 'hed) verb phrase, vulgar. To perform 
fellatio or cunnilingus on one's partner. To orally stimulate 
the genitals. 

*to h a v e a h e a d a c h e (ta haev a 'hed eik) verb phrase, 
euphemism. Often said by a person when he or she is not 
interested in having sex at the moment. "Not tonight, 
honey-I've got a headache" is now a standard joke. 

* h e a d l i g h t s ('hed laits) noun, plural, vulgar. A woman's 
breasts, especially large ones. 

*heat, bitch in (hi:t) noun, vulgar. A sexually aggressive 
woman. 

h e i n i e ('hai ni) noun, children's word. The buttocks. 

*he lmet ('hel met) noun, slang. 1. A condom. 2. The head 
of the penis. 
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Hel l (hel) noun, general use. Hell is a place where the souls 
or spirits of dead people go if they had been bad during 
their life on earth (according to traditional Christian 
teachings). In Hell, the souls are punished by fire and by 
devils. The opposite of Heaven. The use of this word is 
restricted by church teachings. It is considered "swearing" 
when used in anger. However, it is very common. 

Go to Hel l ! (gou ta hel) Expression. Mild blasphemy. 
Interjection of annoyance at someone. 

t h e h e l l noun, blasphemy. The words "the hell" add 
emphasis and anger to the question that follows. Why 
the hell did you do that? What the hell do you think 
you're doing? Where the hell are you going? Who the hell 
do you think you are? Not approved for polite society. 

* h e m i s p h e r e s ('he mis fiarz) noun, plural, slang. A woman's 
breasts. 

h e m o r r h o i d s ('he ma roidz) noun, formal and general use. 
Painful enlargements of veins near the anus. Piles. "His 
doctor told him that chronic constipation can cause 
hemorrhoids." 

h e r m a p h r o d i t e (har 'mae fra dait) noun, formal. A person 
who was born with both male and female sex organs. 

h e r p e s Char pi:z) noun, formal and general use. There is oral 
(on the mouth) herpes and genital herpes. It is a virus that 
causes painful blisters. It can be transmitted through 
kissing, sex, toilet seats, and sharing the same drinking 
glass or towels. 

H e r s h e y H i g h w a y Char Ji: 'hai wei) noun phrase, slang. 
The rectum, when used for anal intercourse. Hershey comes 
from the name of a famous chocolate candy bar. 

H e r s h e y squ ir t s Char Ji: skwarts) noun phrase, plural. 
Diarrhea. Frequent and watery bowel movements. 

h e t e r o s e x u a l (het a rou 'sek Ju: al) noun and adj. formal 
and general use. Someone who prefers sexual relations 
with a member of the opposite sex. The opposite of 
homosexual (attracted to the same sex as oneself). 
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*Hi. . . (har:) A greeting. When drawled slowly, with a gentle 
smile, homosexuals often can identify each other by the 
tone of voice without needing to say anything else. 

h i c k e y ('hi ki) noun, slang. A purple or reddish mark that 
results from passionate nibbling or sucking on the skin, 
usually in the neck, shoulder, and chest areas. 

*high b e a m s on (hai bi:mz an) adverbial phrase, slang. 
When a woman's nipples are erect and noticeable through 
her clothing. "Take a look at that one. She's got her 
high beams on." 

h i n d e n d (hamd end) noun, euphemism. The buttocks. 

*hold it (hould it) verb phrase, general use. To control one's 
need to have a bowel movement or to urinate. "I can't hold 
it till we get home. Could you stop at a gas station so I can 
use the rest room?" 

*hole (houl) noun, vulgar. The vagina. 

h o m o ('hou mou) noun, slang, derogatory use. A homosexual. 

h o m o s e x u a l ('hou mou 'sek Ju: al) noun and adjective, 
formal and general use. Any person, male or female, who 
prefers sexual relations with persons of the same sex. 

*honey po t ('hA ni: pat) noun, slang. A woman's genitals. 

*hooker ('hu ksr) noun, slang. A prostitute. "You can walk 
down Eighth Avenue near 42nd Street and see all the 
hookers waiting for customers. 

h o o t e r s ('hu:t arz) noun, plural, vulgar. Breasts. 

*horn noun, slang. Penis. 

*horny ('ho:r ni) adj. slang. Desiring sexual activity. 
"The sailors were all horny after six weeks at sea." 

*hot (hat) adj. slang. Aroused sexually. "She was hot and 
breathing hard." "I'm so hot for you," he whispered. 
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hot f la shes (hat 'flae faz) noun, plural, general use. 
A symptom that sometimes accompanies the menopause in 
middle-aged women. The whole body may suddenly feel a 
quick flash of heat. "B. complained to her doctor about the 
hot flashes she was having." 

h o t a n d h e a v y ('hat an 'he vi) adverbs, slang. With sexual 
excitement. "He was breathing all hot and heavy." 

h o t n u m b e r (hat Win bar) noun, slang. A cute and sexy 
person. Jack told Fred that he had met a real hot number 
at the party. 

hot sh i t ('hat 'Jit) noun, vulgar. Important person. Used in a 
derogatory sense. "Frank thinks he's hot shit, but in my 
opinion he's a big zero." 

hot to trot (hat ta trat) adj. slang. Ready for sexual activity. 

*hump (hAmp) verb, vulgar. Have sexual intercourse with. 

*hung; h u n g l ike a m u l e (hAn, hAn laik a 'myul) adj. vulgar. 
To have a penis and testicles the size of a mule's. (A mule is 
a large animal much like a horse.) "Donald is hung like a 
mule." "Val is really hung." (He has very large genitals.) 
Chet is hung like a mouse. (He has small genitals.) 

*hust ler ('hAS lar) noun, slang. A prostitute. 

h y m e n ('hai man) noun, formal. The membrane (skin) that 
partly covers the vagina before a woman's first sexual 
intercourse. An unbroken hymen is considered to be a sign 
of virginity. This is not as important in American society as 
it was two generations ago. Today, when young women 
abstain from sex it is rarely to preserve their virginity. In 
most cases it is to avoid sexually transmitted diseases. 

h y s t e r e c t o m y (hi sta 'rek ta mi) noun, formal. A surgical 
operation to remove the uterus. 
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I 
i l l e g i t i m a t e (i la 'c^i ta mat) adjective, formal and legal 

use (derogatory). Not legal; not within marriage. This term 
is no longer politically correct: all children have a 
legitimate right to be here. The evidence for that is: they 
are here. 

^impotent ('im pa tant) adj. formal and general use. Unable 
to get or keep an erection long enough to have successful 
sexual intercourse. 

i m p o t e n c e ('im pa tans) noun, formal. The inability 
to have sexual intercourse. "Glen hoped an improved 
diet would help his impotence" 

i m p r e g n a t e (im 'preg neit) verb, formal To make a female 
pregnant. "A single man is capable of impregnating 
thousands of women." 

i n c e s t ('in sest) noun, formal and general use. Incest is a 
sexual relationship between people who are so closely 
related that they would not be allowed to marry. The law 
forbids marriage between brother and sister, first cousins, 
parent and child, grandparent and child, uncle or aunt 
and child. 

i n c o n t i n e n t (in 'kan ti nant) adj. formal and medical use. 
Unable to stop the flow of urine from the bladder. "The 
elderly woman was embarrassed because she was 
incontinent and often passed urine when she laughed or 
sneezed." This term may also refer to inability to control 
defecation. 

in fert i l i ty (in far 'ti la ti) noun, formal. Inability to have 
children. "After four years of marriage with no children, 
Don and his wife went to an infertility clinic to get medical 
help." 

in f ide l i ty (in fa 'dc la ti) noun, general use. Unfaithfulness. 
Sex with a partner who is not one's own husband or wife. 
"Hal accused his wife of infidelity when he found out she 
had been seeing an old boyfriend." 
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* innocent ('i na sant) adj. euphemism. Inexperienced 
sexually. "Hillary was innocent until she was nineteen 
years old." 

* in tercourse ('in tar koirs) noun, formal and general use. 
1. Human or business relations or communications. 2. 
Sexual intercourse. "Some newly married couples have 
intercourse twice or more a day." 

*int imate Cm ta mat) adj. 1. general use. Emotionally or 
physically close. "Lorna is my intimate friend." 2. 
euphemism. Sexually intimate. "Brian and Rita were 
intimate before they were married." 

*irregular (i 'reg yu lar) adj. euphemism. 1. Constipated; 
have difficulties in defecation. Not having regular bowel 
movements. "Olivia takes hot water and lemon juice in the 
morning whenever she is irregular." 2. Having irregular 
menstrual periods. 

*it (it) noun, slang, euphemism. 1. Sex appeal. "Leo has it." 
2. The male sex organ. The penis. 3. The female sex organs. 
The vagina. 4. do it; make it; make it wi th = have sexual 
intercourse. 

*itch (it J) noun, slang. The desire for sexual experience, the 
seven-year i tch noun, slang. A married man is said to be 
satisfied with his own wife for the first seven years of 
marriage, and then begins to look around at other women, 
and "itch" to have relations with them. "Fred has the 
seven-year itch and he's only been married two years!" 

I.U.D. (an yu: di:) noun, formal and medical use. An 
intra-uterine device (in tra 'yu da nn da 'vais). A method 
of birth control. The device is a specially shaped plastic and 
metal loop which is permanently inserted into a woman's 
uterus by a doctor. It prevents pregnancy. 

J 

jack off (d3aek o:f) verb, vulgar. Masturbate. 
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"age of consent" (which is different in each state). If a 
person over the legal age has sexual intercourse with a girl 
or boy under the age, he or she may be accused of rape. 
This may happen even if the young person was a willing 
partner. This is called statutory rape ('stae t fyu tua ri 
reip). The punishment is up to twenty years in jail. 

jazz a r o u n d (d3sez a 'raund) verb phrase, slang. 
Have intercourse. 

j e r k off (d39rk o:f) verb, vulgar. Masturbate. 

J e s u s ('d3i: zas) noun, restricted use. In the Christian 
religion, Jesus is the name of the Son of God. This name 
may be used in any informative discussion of Jesus or 
His teachings, but it is considered blasphemy among 
Christians to use it in a disrespectful manner. However, it 
is heard quite frequently. 

J e s u s Chris t (d3i: zas 'kraist) noun, restricted use. 
According to Christian teachings, the divine human 
appointed by God to be the Savior. The Christian 
church forbids the use of the name in disrespectful 
ways. 

Jesus, Jesus Christ, and Christ are often used in 
expressions of surprise, anger, or pain. (This is done in 
spite of the church's restrictions.) 

J e s u s - f r e a k Cd3i: zas fri:k) noun, slang, offensive. A person 
who has joined a sect of Christianity that requires him or 
her to leave their home, collect money from the public, and 
try to convert others. 

j e w d o w n (dzu: 'daun) verb, vulgar. Derogatory to Jews. 
To argue with a salesman over a price, trying to get 
something for less money. 

j i s m ('d3i zam) noun, slang. Semen. Msogismjizz. 

j o c k i t c h ('d3ak itf) noun, slang. An itchy rash in the crotch 
area between the legs. It may be caused by heavy sweating. 
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j o c k s t r a p (d3ak straep) noun, slang. An athletic supporter. 
A garment worn by males to support the genitals and 
protect them from injury during athletic activities, games, 
sports, etc. 

*john (d3un) noun, slang. The bathroom. 

J o h n s o n (d3un san) noun, slang. The penis. 

*joint (d3omt) noun, vulgar. The penis. 

^joystick ('d30i stik) noun, vulgar. The penis. 

*jugs (d3Agz) noun, plural, slang. A woman's breasts. 

K 
ka ka ('ka ka) noun, children's word. Feces, make ka ka. 

verb phrase. Defecate. 

k e e s t e r ('ki: star) noun, slang. The buttocks. 

* k i n k y Ckirj ki) adj. slang. 1. Unusual, experimental, strange, 
as in kinky sex. "George always dressed like a woman to 
make love to his wife. That seemed kinky to her. She 
enjoyed being tied to the bed, which seemed kinky to 
George." 2. Homosexual. 

k i s s my ass! (krs man aes) vulgar expression: 
No, I certainly won't do what you asked. "Hank asked me to 
lend him money again, and I told him to kiss my ass." 

*knob (nab) noun, slang. Penis. 

* k n o c k e r s ('na ksrz) noun, plural, vulgar. A woman's breasts. 

k n o c k up (nak 'Ap) verb, vulgar. To get a woman 
pregnant. "Jay knocked up his girlfriend and was afraid his 
wife would find out." 

to g e t k n o c k e d up (ta get nakt 'AP) verb phrase, vulgar. 
To become pregnant. "Corey's daughter got knocked up, so 
Corey forced Thomas to marry her." 
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* k n o w (nou) verb, euphemism, very old-fashioned use. 
Have sexual intercourse with. This is the term used in the 
Christian Bible. "And Adam knew his wife and she brought 
forth Cain." It is now used as a euphemism, jokingly. A: "I 
knew Sally in school." B: "In the Biblical sense?" A: "No, 
just as classmates." 

L 
l ab ia ('lei bi: a) noun, formal and medical use. The folds of 

flesh around the vagina. 

l a d y of e a s y v i r t u e ('lei di av 'i: zi: 'var tjyu:) noun, 
euphemism. A prostitute. 

l a d y of t h e n i g h t ('lei di av da nait) noun, 
euphemism. A prostitute. 

l a t r ine (la 'tri:n) noun, general use. A hole dug into the 
ground for use as a toilet; a toilet. 

l a v a t o r y ('lae va to ri) noun, euphemism. Toilet. (This word 
comes from the French and means washroom. Do not 
confuse with laboratory, a place where scientists work.) 

*lay (lei) 1. verb, vulgar. Have sexual intercourse. "He laid her 
twice." "She wanted to get laid." 2. noun, vulgar. The 
quality of a woman as a sexual partner. "Cassandra looked 
like a good lay to him." "To be a good lay, a woman should 
have a nice body and a passionate nature," he said. 

laxative ('laek sa tiv) noun, general use. A food or medicine 
that causes or promotes a bowel movement. "Dried fruit 
such as prunes act as a laxative for most people." "Katrina 
was constipated, so she used a laxative that her doctor 
recommended." 

l e a d in one's p e n c i l ('led in WAnz 'pen sal) noun phrase, 
slang. The ability to get and keep a firm erection. "I hear 
that eating oysters puts lead in your pencil." 

l e c h e r ('le tjar) noun, general use, derogatory. A person 
who has strong sexual desires. This word implies that the 
person is immoral (already married) or vulgar in his 
attentions to the persons he leches after. 
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l e c h e r y ('le tj"a ri) noun, general use. Excessive (too much) 
sexual interest or activity. "A very proper and strictly 
religious person might think that there is too much lechery 
in the world today." 

l e c h e r o u s ('le tj"a res) adj. general use. Having strong 
sexual desires. This word is used by someone who is not 
interested in the attention of such a person. "Justin is a 
lecherous old fool," said Maria. 

l e s b i a n ('lez bi: an) noun, formal and general use. 
A female homosexual. 

l e w d (lu:d) adj. general use. Lustful. Interested in sex. 

*library ('lai brer i) noun, slang. The bathroom. (So named 
because many people read in the bathroom, and keep books 
and magazines there.) 

*lie w i t h ('lai: wiG) verb phrase, euphemism. Have sexual 
intercourse with. 

in t h e l i fe (in da 'laif) noun phrase, euphemism. 1. Working 
as a prostitute. 2. Living in the culture of homosexuals and 
lesbians. 

l i t t l e b l a c k b o o k ('lit al blaek 'buk) noun, slang. A man's 
address book containing the names and phone numbers of 
the sex partners he has had, or would like to have-and 
sometimes with comments about them. 

l i ve in s i n (liv in 'sm) verb phrase, derogatory euphemism 
for fornicate. To live as man and wife in the same home 
without being married to each other. According to religious 
teachings, this is a sin, a crime against God's laws. "Mrs. 
Jameson refused to visit her daughter because she felt that 
the girl was living in sin with a boyfriend." 

*live t o g e t h e r (liv ta ge 'der) verb phrase, euphemism. 
To live as husband and wife in the same home without 
being married to each other. No derogatory judgment is 
implied in this word. "Rick and Tanya lived together for 
three years before they got married." 
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*loins (bmz) noun, plural, euphemism. The reproductive 
organs. The crotch area. 

*loose (lu:s) adjective, euphemism. Promiscuous. Having 
many sex partners, or not being careful in the choice of 
sexual partners. 

*lungs (lAnz) noun, plural, slang. A woman's breasts, (among 
men) Only a man would ask someone, "Did you see the pair 
of lungs on that singer?" 

*lust (IASO 1. verb, general use. To have sexual desire. "Jose 
lusts after all big-breasted women." 2. noun, general use. 
strong sexual desire. "Sexy movies are made to arouse 
lust." 

M 
* m a d a m ('mae dam) noun, general use. A woman who 

manages a house of prostitution. 

m a i d e n h e a d ('mei dan hed) noun, euphemism. The 
hymen, a flap of skin that partly covers the vagina before a 
woman has her first sexual experience. 

*make (meik) verb, slang. Have sexual intercourse with. 
"Frank has made 75% of all the girls he's dated." "I can be 
made," she said. 

m a k e it w i t h (meik it wi9) verb phrase, slang. Have a 
successful relationship, including sexual relations. "Bill 
would like to make it with Susie, but she doesn't seem to 
care for him." 

m a k e love (meik 'L\v) verb phrase, euphemism. 
Have sexual intercourse (with). This expression implies 
tenderness and affectionate emotion, besides the simple 
physical act. "Marcie and Tom had a beautiful evening: 
First they ate at a fine restaurant, then they saw a good 
movie, and finally they went home and made love" 

m a k e out (with) (meik 'aut) verb phrase, slang. Spend 
time hugging, kissing, and petting (touching). "When we 
were teenagers, we used to make out in drive-in movies." 
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m a k e - o u t ar t i s t ('meik aut 'a:r tast) noun, slang. 
A person who enjoys making out, possibly with a different 
girl on each occasion. "Is this your first date with Gary? Be 
careful-he's known as a real make-out artist." 

m a k e a r u d e n o i s e (meik a ru:d noiz) verb phrase, 
euphemism. Pass gas. 

m a m m a r y g l a n d s ('mae ma ri glaendz) noun, plural, 
formal and medical use. The breasts. The glands that 
produce milk for newborn babies. "All mammals have 
m a m m a r y g l a n d s to produce milk for their young." 

m a n in t h e b o a t (maen in da 'bout) noun phrase, slang. 
Clitoris. 

m a r i c o n (ma ri: 'koun) noun, vulgar, derogatory. 
Homosexual. (From the Spanish.) 

m a s o c h i s m ('mas sa ki zam) noun, formal and general use. 
A perversion in which a person (a masochist) receives 
pleasure from pain, insult or being badly treated. "A 
masochist may want his sex partner to tie him with ropes 
and beat him with a leather strap." 

*massage par lor (ma 'sa3 'pair lar) noun, euphemism. 
House of prostitution. 

m a s t u r b a t e ('mae star beit) verb, formal and general use. 
To touch and stimulate one's own genitals in order to have 
an orgasm, masturbation (mae star 'bei Jan) noun form. 

*mate (meit) noun, general use. 1. Asexual partner; a 
husband or wife. A more-or-less permanent lover and 
companion. A man may refer to his wife as his "mate." This 
implies an affectionate feeling toward her. "Thanks for the 
dinner invitation; I'll let you know if we can come as soon 
as I talk with my mate." 2. An animal's sexual partner in 
producing young ones. "It's mating season; all the male 
deer are looking for mates." 3. verb, general use. To 
copulate for the purposes of producing babies or young 
ones, as animals do. "Brenda's purebred Siamese cat ran 
out of the house and mated with an ugly old alley cat." 

*meat (mi:t) noun, vulgar. The penis. 
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b e a t t h e m e a t (bi:t da mi:t) verb phrase, vulgar. 

Masturbate. 

m e a t h o u s e (mi:t haos) noun, vulgar. House of prostitution. 

^member ('mem bar) noun, euphemism. The penis. 

m e n a g e a tro i s (ma 'nu3 a 'trwa) noun, slang. Three 
partners having sexual intercourse. "Ben invited his 
girlfriend and her roommate on a date. It was his fantasy 
to have a menage a trois." 

m e n a r c h y (me 'na:r ki) noun, formal and medical use. The 
time when a girl begins to menstruate. "The average age of 
menarchy among American girls is 12 years and four 
months." 

m e n o p a u s e ('me na poz) noun, formal and general use. 
The end of a woman's childbearing years, when 
menstruation stops and the ovaries stop producing 
female sex hormones. "Most women enter menopause 
between forty-two and fifty-five years of age." 

m e n s t r u a t i o n (men 'stru ei Jan) noun, formal. The 
monthly passing of discarded blood from the lining of the 
uterus. Also: menses 

*mess (mes) verb, euphemism. To have a bowel movement in a 
diaper, in one's underwear, or in some other inappropriate 
place. "The baby messed (in) his diaper." "The child messed 
her pants." The dog messed in the living room." 

*mettle ('met al) noun, slang 1. Manliness. 2. Semen. 

m i c t u r a t e ('mik tjya reit) verb, formal and medical use. 

Urinate. 

middle l e g ('mid al 'leg) noun, slang. The penis. 

*milkers ('mil karz) noun, plural, slang. A woman's breasts. 

*the Milky Way (da 'mil ki rwei) noun, slang. A woman's 
breasts. 
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m i s s i o n a r y p o s i t i o n ('mi Ja ner t pa 'zi Jan) noun. 
slang. The position for sexual intercourse in which the man 
lies on top of the woman. Missionaries from Christian 
churches came to Africa to run schools and teach religion. 
The natives, who preferred rear-entry intercourse were 
surprised at the face-to-face manner of the missionaries. 
They called it the missionary position. 

miss a p e r i o d (mis a 'pi: ri: ad) verb phrase, general use. 
To not have a menstrual period on schedule. "Doctor, I 
missed my period. I think I might be pregnant." 

*mistress ('mi stres) noun, general use. A woman who has a 
permanent relationship with a man, but is not married to 
him, is his mistress. "I'd rather be a man's mistress than 
his wife," said Emily. 

m o l e s t (ma lest) verb, general use. To harm or threaten a 
person in a sexual manner. "Many women do not walk 
outside alone at night. They are afraid of being molested." 
"Officer! Arrest that man! He molested me!" 

moles ter ; c h i l d m o l e s t e r (ma 'les tar, tjaild ma 'les tar) 
noun, general use. A person who harms or threatens to 
harm another person (child) sexually. 

Montezuma's r e v e n g e ('man ta zu: maz ra 'vend3) noun, 
slang. Diarrhea, especially when one is a tourist in Mexico 
or some other Central or South American country. 
Montezuma was the last Aztec Mexican emperor whose 
empire was destroyed by Spanish invaders. 

*monthly CmAnB li) noun, euphemism. Menstrual 
period. "Bonnie doesn't like to play tennis when she has her 
monthly." 

*mood, to be in t h e (ta bi: in da mu:d) verb phrase. 
euphemism. To be ready for sexual activity. "She knew he 
was in the mood when he showed up with flowers for her." 

*moon (mum) noun, slang. The buttocks, moon, hang a 
moon (haerj a 'mu:n) verb phrase, vulgar. To pull down 
one's underpants and bend over, showing one's buttocks out 
of a window. Also: chuck a moon 
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*mother ('ITIA 5ar) noun, vulgar euphemism, now becoming 
commonly used. Short for mother-fucker. "Shut up you little 
mother." "Who's the mother that took my wallet?" 

mother-fucker ('mA dar 'fA kar) noun, vulgar. A detestable, 
hateful person. This word is among the most vulgar of 
American expressions to those who hear it for the first 
time. However, the original meaning-a person who fucks 
his mother-is lost when people hear the word many times. 
"Old Man Rather is the rottenest, meanest mother-fucker 
who ever walked on earth," said Charles. "You rotten 
mother-fucker\ Get the hell out of here!" 2. An old friend; a 
buddy. "Marty, you old mother-fuckerl It's good to see you!" 
"I was in big trouble until Al came along. That mother
fucker saved my life." 

M.F. (em ef) noun. Euphemism for mother-fucker, but still 
quite vulgar. 

m o v e one's b o w e l s (muiv wunz bauls) verb phrase, 
general use. Defecate. "I haven't moved my bowels for 
three days. I wonder if I should take a laxative." 

*muff (mAf) noun, vulgar. A woman's pubic area. 

* muf f -d iv ing ('mAf dai virj) noun phrase, vulgar. 
Cunnilingus. Oral sex; man's tongue on a woman's genitals. 

N 
*napkin ('naep km) noun, formal. Sanitary napkin, worn by a 

woman during her monthly period. British use: baby 
diaper. 

*neck (nek) verb, slang. To kiss and caress. 
"They went to a movie, sat in the back row, and necked 
through the whole show." 

n e c r o p h i l i a c (nek ro 'fi li: aek) noun, formal. A person who 
has sexual fantasies or desires to have sex with a dead 
body. 
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n e u t e r ('nu: Dar) 1. adj. general use. Not male and not 
female. Not having sexual characteristics. 2. verb, 
euphemism. To castrate or spay an animal. To remove the 
sex glands so the animal cannot reproduce. "We had our cat 
neutered." 

n i p p l e s Cm pals) noun, plural, general use. 1. The little 
bumps in the center of the breasts. 2. The rubber 
mouthpiece on a baby's bottle. 

n o c t u r n a l e m i s s i o n (nak 'tar nal i 'mi /an) noun, formal. 
Ejaculation of semen during sleep while having a sex 
dream. Boys start having nocturnal emissions at around 
fourteen years of age. 

n o o k i e ('nu ki) noun, vulgar. 1. Sexual intercourse. 
2. The vagina. "Sean went out looking for nookie." "How 
about a little nookie tonight?" he asked her. 

*number o n e (num bar 'WAII) noun, children's euphemism. 
Urine. "Daddy, I have to make number one." 

*number t w o (num bar tu:) noun, children's euphemism. 
Feces, make number two; do number two = defecate. 
"The baby did number two in his pants." 

*nutS (nAts) noun, plural. 1. vulgar. Testicles. 2. slang. 
Expression of disgust or disappointment. "Oh nuts-ihe 
movie I wanted to see isn't playing anymore." 

n y m p h o m a n i a c (mm fou mei ni: aek) noun. 1. formal and 
^ eneral use. A woman with an unusually strong desire for 
sexual intercourse. She may have many sex partners, and 
still not be satisfied. She is suffering from nymphomania. 
2. slang. A strongly sexed woman. 

0 
o b s c e n e (ab 'si:n) adj. general use. Disgusting, offensive. 

Not acceptable to the moral standards of the community. 
Pictures of naked bodies may be considered obscene by one 
group of people, but beautiful by another group of people. 
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o b s c e n e l a n g u a g e = vulgar language. Some people may 
think this book is obscene, and others will think it is 
educational. 

o b s c e n i t y (ab 'S3 na ti) noun, formal and general use. An 
obscene or disgusting thing. A vulgar word. "Ned shouted 
obscenities at the driver who had cut him off in traffic." 

o b s t e t r i c i a n (ab sta 'tn Jon) noun, formal and general use. 
A doctor who delivers babies, and cares for pregnant 
women. 

off-color (o:f 'ICA lar) adj. slang. Having sexual meanings 
that are possibly offensive to some people. "George told an 
off-color joke at the meeting. No one laughed-it was the 
wrong place. There was a cold silence." 

old m a i d (ould meid) noun, slang, derogatory. An older 
unmarried woman. This term has become obsolete. Many 
women, by their own choice, do not marry and there is 
no social penalty for this. 

*one -eyed w o r m (WAII aid 'warm) noun, slang. 
The penis. Also, one-eyed pants mouse; one-eyed 
trouser trout; one-eyed zipper snake. 

o n e - n i g h t s tand (WAII nait staend) noun, slang. A sexual 
relationship that lasts for only one evening. (This 
expression comes from show-business slang: A traveling 
show may spend only one night in a small town; this is 
called a one-night stand.) "Henry was tired of one-night 
stands; he wanted to meet a woman he could love and have 
a permanent relationship with." 

o p p o s i t e sex , t h e ('a pa zat 'seks) noun, general use. 
The other sex. For a man, a woman is the opposite sex. 
"Teenagers begin to take great interest in the opposite sex." 

ora l -gen i ta l ('a; ral 'd3e na tal) adj. formal. 
Mouth-to-penis or mouth-to-clitoris sexual stimulation. 
"Many couples enjoy oral-genital sex." 

oral s e x See above. 
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*organ ('o:r gan) noun, euphemism. Sex organ. The penis. 

o r g a s m ('a:r gae zam) noun, formal and general use. 
Sexual climax in male or female. The moment of 
ejaculation for a male; the rhythmic involuntary vaginal 
contractions in a female. " Jeanne tte had never experienced 
an orgasm until she met Joshua." 

*orgy ('o:r d3i) noun, general use. 1. Excess (more than 
enough) activity in eating, sex, or other pleasures. 2. A 
party at which a great deal of uninhibited sexual activity 
occurs. Often used in a joking, exaggerated way. 

o u t h o u s e ('aut haus) noun, slang. In the days before indoor 
plumbing, a small building (shack) in which there was a 
seat with a hole. The deep pit dug under it was the toilet. 

o u t of w e d l o c k ('aut av 'wed lak) phrase, formal and 
general use. Referring to children born to an unmarried 
mother. "She had a child out of wedlock, but later married 
the father." 

o v a ('ou va) noun, plural. 1. formal and medical use. The full 
supply of a woman's reproductive cells, (singular form: 
ovum) 2. general use: egg. "A single ovum is released by 
the ovary each month." 

o v a r y ('ou va ri) noun, formal and general use. The female 
organ that produces the ova. A woman has two ovaries, 
located in the abdomen. (See picture on page 85.) 

*oven ('A van) noun, slang. Womb, uterus. "He's got one kid 
already, and one in the oven." (That is, his wife is 
pregnant.) 

*overcoat ('ou var kout) noun, slang. Condom. 

o v u l a t i o n (a vyu 'lei Jan) noun, formal and medical use. 
The monthly release of an ovum from the ovary. 
ovulate verb. "She took her temperature every day to find 
out when she was ovulating." 
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P 
* p a c k a g e ('pas kid3) noun, vulgar slang. A man's genitals. 

"His bathing suit was tight, so she could see that he had a 
nice package." 

*pair (pear) noun, slang. A woman's breasts. "The barmaid 
has quite a. pair, hasn't she?" 

p a n t h e r p i s s (paen 9ar pis) noun, vulgar. Cheap, poor-
quality whisky or beer. 

p a n t i e s ('paen ti:z) noun, plural, general use. 
Women's or girls' underpants. 

P a p s m e a r Cpaep smiar) noun, formal and medical use. 
A test for cancer of the cervix. The doctor takes a small 
sample of the cells of the cervix of the uterus, to be tested 
in the laboratory. "Women are advised to have a Pap smear 
once a year." 

*party h a t (pair ti haet) noun, slang. Condom. 

p a s s g a s (paes 'gaes) verb phrase, general use. Expel gas 
from the rectum. Also, pass air; pass wind. 

*pass ion ('pae Jan) noun, general use. Great emotion. 
A strong desire for sex. 

p a s s i o n a t e ('pae fa nat) adj. general use. Very emotional. 
Having intense feelings. (These may be anger, love, or 
sexual excitement.) "She is a. passionate woman and she 
wants a passionate husband." 

*patch (paetf) noun, vulgar. Female. 

p e c k e r Cpe kar) noun, vulgar. The penis. 

p e c k e r t r a c k s Cpe kar traeks) noun, vulgar. Stains on the 
front of a man's clothes from dried semen. 

p e d d l e one's a s s Cpe dal WAnz 'aes) verb phrase, vulgar. 
To sell sexual favors for money. Work as a prostitute. 
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p e d e r a s t Cpe dar aest) noun, formal. A homosexual man who 
has relations with a young boy. pederasty Cpe dar aes ti) 
noun, formal. Sexual relations between a man and a young 
boy. "The police arrested the man and charged him with 
pederasty." 

p e d o p h i l i a (pe da 'f i li: a) noun, formal. Loving children 
in a sexual way. A pedophile is a person who has sexual 
desires for children, and may molest them. 

p e e (pi:) 1. verb, vulgar. Urinate. "The dogpee'd all over the 
floor." 2. noun, vulgar. Urine. 

p e e p e e ('pi: pi:) 1. verb, children's word. Urinate. "Mommy, 
I have topee pee real bad." 2. noun, children's word. Urine. 
"There's pee pee on the floor." 3. noun, children's word. 
Penis. 

p e e p i n g Tom (pi: pirj 'tarn) noun, slang. A person who gets 
pleasure from secretly looking (peeping) into windows to 
watch others get undressed, or watch couples engage in 
sexual activates. A voyeur. 

pelv ic e x a m i n a t i o n (pel vik eg 'zae ma nei Jan) noun, 
formal and general use. An internal examination of a 
woman's reproductive organs. "Debra went to the doctor for 
an annual pelvic examination and Pap smear." 

pende jo (pen 'de ho) noun, vulgar. 1. Spanish = pubic hair. 
2. A very stupid, clumsy person. 

*penetra t ion (pe na 'trei Jan) noun, formal. The act of 
v. itering; the entering of the vagina by the penis. 
"Penetration is difficult or impossible without a firm 
erection of the penis." 

*period Cpir i: ad) noun, general use. The menstrual period. 
The time of the month when a woman's uterus releases the 
supply of blood that has been building up in it. "Helen's 
period usually lasted six last_days." "Her period was late." 

m i s s a p e r i o d (mis a 'pir i: ad) verb phrase, general use. 
Not have a monthly period. "Sarah missed her period so she 
bought a pregnancy test kit at the drug store." 
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p e r v e r s i o n (par 'var 3an) noun, general use. A sexual 
practice that is considered unusual and unacceptable to a 
majority of people. "Homosexuality was considered a 
perversion in American culture until recently. Most experts 
now say that it is a way of being that people are born with, 
and is not an illness to correct." 

*pervert ('par vart) noun, general use. A person who engages 
in some form of perversion or unnatural sexual activity. 
Derogatory. 

*pet (pet) verb, slang. To caress and fondle (touch) skin, 
breasts, and genitals. 

*peter ('pi:t ar) noun, children's word. The penis. 

pidd le (pid al) verb, euphemism. Urinate. "The puppy 
piddled whenever it was excited." 

p i e c e (pi:s) noun, vulgar. Short for piece of ass or piece of tail. 
"How about a little piece tonight?" 

p i e c e of a s s (pi:s av 'aes) noun, vulgar. 1. A woman as a 
sexual object. "That new receptionist looks like a nice 
piece of ass," said Patrick. 2. An act of sexual 
ij Ltercourse. "I'm going down to town and get me a piece of 
ass," said the cowboy." 

p i e c e of ta i l (pi:s av 'teil) noun, vulgar. Same as piece of ass. 

p i e c e of sh i t (pi:s av 'Jit)/(pi:s a 'Jit) noun, vulgar. 
Any worthless, useless thing. "That new motorcycle I 
bought is apiece of shit; it has been in the repair shop six 
times since I got it." "Julie felt like apiece of shit when she 
arrived at the party. She was the only person who had not 
brought a gift." 

*piles (paialz) noun, general use. Hemorrhoids. Swollen or 
varicose veins in the region of the anus. 

*pill, the (pil) noun, general use. A birth control pill, usually 
taken daily. "Silvia was on the pill, so she wasn't afraid of 
getting pregnant." 
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p i m p (pimp) noun, slang. A man who manages one or more 
prostitutes. He finds customers for her, and bails her out of 
jail when she is arrested. She in turn pays him nearly all, 
or a large percentage of the money she makes. 

p i m p m o b i l e (pimp mou 'bi:l) noun, slang. A very expensive 
car, often a Cadillac, of a wild color-such as gold, lavender, 
or pink. 

p i n c h a loaf (pmt3 a 'louf) verb phrase, vulgar. Defecate. 

*pipe (paip) noun, slang. Penis. 

p i s h (piJ") verb, children's word. Urinate. 

piss (pis) 1. verb, vulgar. Urinate. 2. noun, vulgar. Urine. 

piss a w a y (pis 3 'wei) verb phrase, vulgar, lb waste, lb 
spend money without thinking. "Philip inherited a fortune 
from his rich uncle but he pissed it away on cars and fancy 
women." 

p i s s e d off (pist 'o:f) adj. vulgar. Angry. "Ted gets pissed 
off when another car cuts him off in traffic." "That pisses 
me off." "That really makes me angry." 

p.o.'d (pi: 'oud) slang. Euphemism, abbreviation for 
pissed off. "There's no need for you to get p.o.'d," he 
said, " I'll pay for the things I broke." 

p i s s e r ('pis ar) noun, slang. 1. A remarkable, daring, 
or amusing person or child. "Young Willy is a real pisser. 
He's only four years old but he knows how to flirt with 
girls." 2. A difficult job. "Fixing the refrigerator was a real 
pisser. We didn't have any of the right tools." 

*ss on that! (pis an 'daet) exclamation, vulgar. 
An expression of disagreement or disapproval. 

piss p o o r (pis puir) adj. vulgar. Poor; of very low quality. 
"That was a piss poor dinner, considering what we paid 
for it." 
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pi s s a n d v i n e g a r (pis an 'vi na gar) noun phrase, vulgur. 
Energy, independent thinking; ability to shock others. "My 
grandfather was ninety years old, but he was still full of 
piss and vinegar. He often did and said things that shocked 
us kids." 

p l a t o n i c (pla 'ta nak) adjective, general use. This refers to a 
friendship between male and female that does not include 
sex. "Laura had a platonic relationship with Victor for 
years." 

p l a y "hide t h e s a u s a g e " (plei 'haid da 'so: sid3) verb 
phrase, slang. Have sexual intercourse. Male to male 
friend: "I'm going home to play "hide the sausage" with my 
wife. 

play w i t h o n e s e l f ('plei wiG wAn self) verb phrase, slang. 
Masturbate. Contrast with play by oneself. To play alone, 
without friends. Be careful. "The child played by himself (or 
herself)" has no dangerous meanings. But "The child played 
with himself (or herself)" means he or she was 
masturbating. 

*play p o c k e t p o o l (plei 'pa kat purl) verb phrase, slang. 
To masturbate or stimulate oneself through the pants 
pocket. 

play t h e s k i n f lute (plei da 'skin flu:t) verb phrase, slang. 
Oral sex. Fellatio. Suck a penis. Also, play the (pink) 
piccolo. 

*poop, p o o p o o (purp, 'pu: pu:) children's word. 
1. noun: Feces. 2. verb: To defecate. 

p o o p c h u t e (pu:p Tu:t) noun, vulgar, humorous use. 
The anus. 

p o r n o g r a p h y (po:r 'na gra fi) noun, formal and 
general use. Stories, movies, books, and pictures that tell 
about or show scenes of sexual activities. The purpose of 
pornography is to get a person sexually excited. 
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p o r n o g r a p h i c (pair na 'grae frk) adj. form. "Nellie 
enjoyed pornographic movies." "The man at the candy 
store was arrested for selling pornography to children." 

^possess (pa 'zes) verb, euphemism. Have sexual intercourse. 
This word is found in women's romance novels, and in 
books printed before it was legal to use stronger language. 
"He carried her to his bed, and there he possessed her." 

p o s t e r i o r (pas 'tiar i: ar) noun, euphemism. The buttocks. 

*potency Cpou tan si) noun, formal and general use. A man's 
ability to perform sexual intercourse. "Wally's potency 
increased when he improved his diet and started taking 
vitamins." 

pot to p i s s in noun, vulgar. The basic things that money 
can buy. This term is most often used in the negative: "We 
were so poor, we didn't have a pot to piss in." 

pot ty (pat i) noun, children's word. Toilet. A small toilet 
especially for training little children. It has a removable 
pot. 

p o w d e r r o o m Cpau dar ru:m) noun, euphemism. 
The bathroom. This word is used by women, generally in 
restaurants and other public places. They may excuse 
themselves to go "powder my nose" (apply face make up). A 
euphemism for using the toilet. 

p r e g n a n c y Cpreg nan si) noun, formal and general use. 
The nine month period during which a baby grows in its 
mother's uterus; gestation. "She had a very easy pregnancy 
and an easy delivery." 

p r e g n a n t Cpreg nant) adjective, formal and general use. 
Having a baby develop in one's uterus. "Naomi was 
delighted to be pregnant." Sometimes both the father-to-be 
and the mother-to-be are referred to as "the pregnant 
couple." 
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p r e m a t u r e e j a c u l a t i o n (pri: ma 'tjoar i d?,& kyu 'lei Jan) 
noun, formal. This is when a man reaches a climax 
(ejaculation) before or shortly after the penis enters the 
vagina. 

*prick (pnk) noun, vulgar. 1. The penis. 
2. A disliked (male) person. 

p r i m e one's p u m p (praim WAnz 'pAmp) verb, slang. 
To get one sexually excited. 

p r i v a t e s , p r i v a t e par t s (prai vats, prai vat pa:rts) noun, 
plural, euphemism. The genital area of a man or woman. 
"Wanda told her children to tell her, or the teacher or 
principal if anyone tried to touch them in their private 
parts." 

p r o c t o l o g i s t (prak 'ta la d3ist) noun, formal. A doctor who 
specializes in treating diseases of the rectum and anus. 

p r o c u r e r (prou 'kyur ar) noun, formal. A person who 
persuades others to work as prostitutes. One who finds 
a prostitute for a customer. 

profan i ty (pro: 'fee na ti) noun, general use. 
1. Religious taboo words forbidden by church teachings. 2. 
Vulgar words and expressions. "Don't use profanity in the 
classroom." 

p r o m i s c u o u s (prou 'mi skyu: as)/(pra 'mi skyu: as) adj. 
general use. This word describes a person who has sexual 
relations with many different partners, and who is not very 
careful in choosing a partner. 

p r o p h y l a c t i c (prou fa 'laek tik)/(pra fa 'laek tik) noun, 
general use. A condom. A birth control device, also used to 
reduce the spread of disease. 

*propos i t ion (pra pa 'zi Jan) 1. verb, euphemism. To ask 
another person to have sex. 2. noun, euphemism. The 
suggestion of sexual activity. "Jane was very attractive. 
Men would walk up to her on the street and proposition 
her." "Beverly was shocked when her supervisor 
propositioned her. She reported this as sexual harassment." 
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p r o s t a t e ('pra steit) noun, formal and general use. In a man, 
the gland that surrounds the urethra near the bladder. 

p u b e r t y Cpyu: bar ti) noun, formal and general use. 
The time when children develop into adults. "In the U.S. 
the average girl reaches puberty at age eleven; the average 
boy achieves it at fourteen." 

p u b i c a r e a Cpyu: bik 'ear i: a) noun, formal and general 
use. The crotch. The lower part of the abdomen. 

pubic h a i r Cpyu: bik hear) noun, formal and general use. 
The hair in the pubic area. 

p u d e n d u m (pu: 'den dam) noun, formal and medical use. 
The vulva. The external female genital area. 

*pussy Cpu si) noun, vulgar. The vagina and vulva. 
Have some pussy, (male use) To have sexual intercourse. 

p u s s y - w h i p p e d Cpu si wipt) adjective, vulgar. Unhappily 
married. Bossed around by a woman. Obedient because of 
fear of losing one's mate. 

*put o u t (for) (put 'aut) verb, slang. Give sexual favors 
(usually said of a woman). To allow someone to have sexual 
intercourse. "Whenever Gerty was pissed off at her 
husband, she wouldn't put out for him." 

Q 
*queen (kwi:n) noun, slang. A male homosexual with feminine 

appearance and manners. 

* q u e e r (kwiar) noun, slang, derogatory. A homosexual, adj. 
Homosexual. 

*quickie ('kwi ki) noun, slang. A short session of sexual 
intercourse. "How about a quickie before going to the 
movies?" he asked. "No, thanks" she said. 

q u i m (kwim) noun, vulgar. Vagina. 
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R 
rabbit , h a v e s o m e (haev sAm 'rae bit) verb phrase, slang. 

Be sexually active, like a rabbit. 

*rag (raeg) noun, slang. Sanitary napkin, to be on the rag = 
(for a woman) To have her period. To be irritable and bitchy. 
(This may be said even of men.) 

r a p e (reip) verb, general use. To force sexual intercourse with 
someone. Rape is a crime. 

r a p e ar t i s t ('reip 'a:rt ist) noun, slang. A man who rapes 
women. A rapist. 

rap i s t ('reip ist) noun, formal and general use. A man who 
forces sexual intercourse with a woman. "The police are 
looking for the rapist who attacked and molested two 
women in the park recently." 

*rear; r e a r e n d (riar; riar 'end) noun, euphemism. 
The buttocks. 

r e c t u m ('rek tarn) noun, formal and general use. The 
last part of the large colon, or large intestine. "The 
waste material is stored in the rectum until it is 
expelled from the body." 

red- l ight d i s t r i c t (red 'lait dis tnkt) noun, euphemism. 
An area in a city where there are houses of prostitution. 
"While he was in Amsterdam, he went to visit the red-light 
district." 

*relat ions , ( t o ) h a v e . . . w i t h (ta haev rs 'lei fanz wi0) 
verb phrase, euphemism. Have sexual intercourse. "The 
church teaches young people that it is a mistake to have 
sexual relations before they are married." 

re l i eve o n e s e l f (ra ii:v WAII self) verb phrase, euphemism. 
Urinate. "Can we stop at the next gas station? If I don't 
relieve myself, my bladder will explode." 

rest r o o m ('rest ru:m) noun, euphemism. A toilet in a public 
place such as a restaurant, gas station, theater, etc. 
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r h y t h m m e t h o d ('ridm me9 ad) noun, general use. 
A method of birth control. The partners have sexual 
intercourse only during the safe, or non-fertile, days of the 
woman's menstrual cycle. 

r ide t h e c o t t o n p o n y (raid da kat an 'pou ni) verb phrase, 
vulgar. 1. To wear a sanitary napkin while menstruating. 
2. To have sex with a woman who is menstruating. 

*rim (rim) verb, vulgar. To lick the area around the 
anus during sex play. 

*rocks (raks) noun, plural, vulgar. The testicles. 

get one's r o c k s off (get wAnz 'raks o:f) verb phrase, 
vulgar. 1. Ejaculate; reach a sexual climax. 2. Enjoy 
oneself very much by participating in some hobby or 
activity. "Patgefc his rocks off going to the horse races 
and betting on the ponies." 

R o c k y M o u n t a i n o y s t e r s (rak ki maun tan 'oi starz) 
noun, plural. Testicles. 

*root (ru:t) noun, slang. A man's penis. 

*rubber CrAb ar) noun, slang. A condom. 

*rump (rAmp) noun, slang. The buttocks. 

r u m p r a n g e r ('rAmp rein d3er) noun, slang. 
A homosexual male. 

*run a r o u n d (rAn a 'raund) verb, euphemism. Have sexual 
relations with several partners although married to 
another person. "Tom has a beautiful wife. I can't 
understand why he runs around." 

*runs (rAnz) noun, slang. Diarrhea. (One has to run to the 
bathroom quickly when one has diarrhea.) "Eva ate green 
apples and they gave her the runs." "Dean stayed home 
from work because he had the runs." 
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s 
S.B.D. (es bi: di:) noun, vulgar. Silent But Deadly. 

A quiet and very bad-smelling fart. 

sad i s t ('seid ist) noun, general use. A person who gets sexual 
pleasure from giving pain to his or her partner, sadism 
('seid i zam) noun, general use. Aperversion. Sexual 
pleasure is gotten from causing pain to another person. 

s a d o - m a s o c h i s m ('seid ou 'mae sa ki zam) noun, formal 
and general use. A sexual perversion in which one partner 
enjoys causing pain (the sadist), and the other enjoys being 
hurt (the masochist). Also: S & M. 

*safety ('seif ti) noun, euphemism. A condom. 

s a n i t a r y n a p k i n ('sae na tei ri 'naep kin) noun, formal and 
general use. A pad of cotton and gauze used to absorb 
menstrual blood. It is worn by a woman, in the crotch of 
her panties. 

*satisfy ('saet is fan) verb, euphemism. To cause one's 
partner to reach a sexual climax. 

*to be sa t i s f i ed (ta bi: 'saet is faid) verb phrase, 
euphemism. Have a sexual climax, and become 
relaxed. 

*scam (skaem) verb, slang. To go looking for members of 
the opposite sex. 

s c a m m e r ('skae mar) noun, slang. A person (usually male) 
who has sex with a series of partners, with no regard for 
their feelings. 

*schlong (flan) noun, vulgar. The penis. 

s c h m u c k (JmAk) noun. 1. slang. A stupid person. 2. vulgar. 
The penis. (Yiddish word) A: "What does she like about 
Marshall? He's such a schmuckl" B: "Maybe it's because he 
has a big schmuckl" 
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s c r e a m i n g fa iry ('skri: mirj 'fea ri) noun, slang, offensive. 
A homosexual who is very obviously a homosexual. He 
wears beautiful, brightly colored clothing, and walks and 
speaks in an exaggeratedly female manner. 

*screw (skru:) verb. 1. vulgar. Have sexual intercourse 
with. "Larry is oversexed," complained his wife. "All he thinks 
of is screwing" 2. slang. Cheat in a business deal. "Don't do 
business with that company; they'll screw you if they can." 

s c r e w a r o u n d (skru: 9 'raund) verb phrase, vulgar. 
1. To have many sexual partners; to be unfaithful to 
one's own partner. "Karl is married, but he still screws 
around" 2. lb waste time. "Stop screwing around and 
get the job started." 

s c r e w up (skru: Vp) verb, slang. 1. Make many mistakes; 
do an unsatisfactory job; do something incompetently. 2. 
Cause something to fail. "The shipping department 
screwed up again. They sent the wrong product to the 
customer." "I wanted to go to the beach this weekend, 
but the bad weather screwed up my plans." 

s c r e w w i t h (skru: wi9) verb phrase, vulgar. To cheat 
in a business or social matter. "Nobody screws with Old 
Mr. Zappo without getting paid back double." 

s c r e w y o u ! (skru: 'yu:) exclamation, vulgar. An angry 
reply to someone = Fuck you, but somewhat less vulgar. 

s c r o t u m ('skrout am) noun, formal and general use. 
The sac that contains the testicles. 

*scura (skAm) noun, vulgar. Semen. 

s c u m b a g (skAm baeg) noun, vulgar. 1. A condom; a rubber 
prophylactic used for birth control. 2. A very disliked, low, 
dirty, dishonest person. "Why does Gloria hang around with 
those scumbags?" 

*seat (si:t) noun, euphemism. The buttocks. 

see a m a n a b o u t a h o r s e verb phrase, slang. 
Go to the bathroom. 
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*seed (si:d) noun, euphemism. Sperm. Characteristics that 
can be inherited genetically. 

se l f -abuse (self a 'byu:s) noun, euphemism. Masterbation; 
touching one's own genitals to get sexual pleasure. This 
term was used many years ago when mothers thought that 
it was harmful for children to masturbate. They told their 
sons that "self-abuse" would make them blind. In one joke, 
a boy asks "Is it all right if I do it only until I need glasses?" 

s e m e n ('si: man) noun, formal and general use. 
The white liquid produced in the male reproductive organs. 
The fluid that carries the sperm. 

s e x (seks) noun, general use. 1. Gender. Maleness or 
femaleness. "What sex are the new puppies?" "Can the 
doctor tell the sex of the baby before it is born?" 2. An act of 
sexual intercourse. "Mike always enjoyed sex before 
breakfast." "Larry would like to have sex at least three 
times a week, but his wife isn't interested in sex that often." 
3. The general topic of sexual matters. "All she talks about 
is sex." 

s e x a p p e a l ('seks a 'pi:l) noun, general use. 
Attractiveness. "James has a lot of sea: appeal; the girls are 
always around him." 

s e x d r i v e ('seks draiv) noun, general use. The impulse or 
need that causes a person to desire sexual relations. 
"Some people have a greater sex drive than others." 
"Does a woman's sex drive increase as she gets older?" 

s e x fiend ('seks fi:nd) noun, general use. 1. Rapist, child 
molester, or sexual pervert. 2. (humorous) A person with a 
very strong sex drive. 

s e x m a n i a c ('seks 'mei ni: aek) noun, general use. 1. Rapist, 
child molester, or sex fiend. A dangerous person who may 
murder or seriously harm his victims. 2. (humorous) A 
person with a very strong sex drive. 
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s e x o r g a n s ('seks 'o:r ganz) noun, plural, formal and 
general use. Organs of reproduction; gonads. "The worm 
has both male and female sex organs." (In mammals, the 
male sex organs are the penis and testicles. The female sex 
organs are the vagina, ovaries, and uterus.) 

sex s y m b o l ('seks 'sim bal) noun, general use. Avery 
attractive famous male or female. "Who is a famous sex 
symbol in the movies today?" 

s e x u a l h a r a s s m e n t ('sek Jyu: al ha 'raes mant) 
noun phrase, general use. Actions or language between 
men and women that are not appropriate at school or at 
work, and not welcome. Using one's position of power as 
employer or supervisor to demand sexual favors. Telling sex 
jokes, making sexual comments, displaying sexual 
materials at the work or school area. 

s e x u a l i n t e r c o u r s e ('sek Jyu: al 'm tar ko:rs) noun. 
formal and general use. The act of union between male and 
female. "In humans, the penis enters the vagina during 
sexual intercourse." 

s e x y ('sek si) adj. general use. 1. Attractive, in a sexual 
way. "He has a sexy voice." "That's a sexy bathing suit." 
"Wanda is a sexy woman." 2. Aroused, interested in having 
sex. "Isaac was feeling sexy" 

s h a c k up (faek 'AP) verb, slang, may be offensive. 
To live together without being legally married. (A shack is a 
cheaply made house.) Kelly has been shacking up with 
David for over a year." 

*shaft (Jaeft) noun, slang. Penis. 

shaft; g i v e s o m e o n e t h e shaf t ('giv SAITI wAn de Jaeft) 
verb phrase. 1. vulgar (before 1960) To have anal 
intercourse. 2. slang (current use) To betray, double cross, 
deceive or reject someone or treat someone cruelly. "The 
company gave poor Fred the shaft today-after 25 years of 
loyal service, they reduced his pay and gave his office to a 
new employee." 
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* s h a k e h a n d s w i t h a f r i e n d (Jeik 'haendz wi9 a 'frend) 
verb phrase, slang. 1. Urinate. 2. Masturbate. 

s h e - m a n (Ji: maen) noun, slang. Homosexual, particularly 
an effeminate man. Also, she-male. 

sh i t (Jit) noun, vulgar. 1. Feces. 2. Junk, worthless things. 
3. Heroin (narcotic drug) 4. verb, vulgar. Defecate. 5. To tell 
lies, exaggerate, fool. "You wouldn't shit me, would you?" 6. 
Shit! Exclamation of anger, disgust, or disappointment. 

Shit is one of the most versatile words in English. It can be 
used as a noun, adjective, or verb, and appears in dozens of 
idioms and expressions. It is the most common word to 
express sudden anger or frustration. 

act as though one's shit didn't smell bad verb 
phrase, vulgar. To think that one is much better than 
others and not see one's own human shortcomings and 
faults. Joan is always pointing out her friends' 
mistakes; she acts as though her own shit doesn't smell 
bad. 

a p e s h i t Ceip Jit) adj. vulgar. 1. Angry in a crazy, wild, 
uncontrollable way. "When Ramon saw his best friend 
dancing with his girl, he went apeshit." 2. Very 
enthusiastic. Excited and interested in something. 
"Jerry goes apeshit when he's around racing cars." 

b e a t t h e sh i t o u t of ('bi:t da Jit aut av) verb 
phrase, vulgar. 1. To physically beat someone 
severely, theoretically to the point that they lose control 
of their bowels. "When my father found out I had lied to 
him, he beat the shit out of me." 2. To defeat by a large 
margin. "The Giants beat the shit out of the Red Socks. 
The score was 12 to 1." 

c r o c k of sh i t (krak av Jit) noun, vulgar. A lot of lies. 

Don't g ive me t h a t sh i t ! expression. Vulgar. Don't tell 
me those lies; don't do those acts I don't like. 
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e a t t h i s s h i t verb phrase, vulgar. Accept insults and 
punishments without protesting. "Maybe the boss 
expects me to eat this shit, but 111 quit my job first." 

full of s h i t (ful av Jit)/(ful a Jit) adj. phrase, vulgar. 
Always telling lies or exaggerated stories that are not 
based on the true facts. Wrong ideas; empty talk. "Don't 
listen to Ben. He's full of shit." 

get one's s h i t t o g e t h e r verb phrase, vulgar. To get 
organized; to have a goal in life and be in action. "I'll get 
a job as soon as I get my shit together." 

g i v e a s h i t verb phrase, vulgar. 1. To care for, be 
concerned about, have an interest in, etc. 2. Don't/doesn't 
give a shit. To have no interest in or regard for 
something. "Harry is usually late to work because he 
just doesn't give a shit whether he keeps the job or not." 

h o l y sh i t ! ('hou li Jit) interjection, vulgar. Expression of 
surprise or discovery. "Holy shit\ This is a treasure 
map!" 

h o r s e s h i t ('ho:rs Jit) noun, vulgar. 1. Horse droppings. 
2. Lies, false stories. "Don't give me that horse shit 
about being out of money. Pay me now." 

h o t sh i t (hat Jit) noun, vulgar. Very important. (Said 
sarcastically.) "Betty thinks she's hot shit, but she really 
has no power in this office." 

I'm so h a p p y I c o u l d shi t , expression, vulgar. 1. Fm 
very happy. 2. I'm really miserable. The meaning 
depends on the context and the tone of voice. 

l i t t le s h i t ('li Dal Jit) noun, vulgar. 1. A very 
unimportant person, disliked and small in size: "Who 
does that little shit think he is, Napoleon?" 2. An active 
and remarkable little boy. Said proudly: "Look at that 
little shit swim! He's faster than Tarzan." 
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l o w e r t h a n w h a l e s h i t adjective phrase, vulgar. 
Depressed, sad, humiliated, regretful. Roy lost his job, 
his girlfriend left him, and his car broke down. "How do 
you feel?" asked his friend. "Lower than whale shit." he 
said. "And that's at the bottom of the ocean." 

no shit! interjection, vulgar. Exclamation of surprise or 
disbelief at what someone has just said. Andrew: "My 
cousin just married Va Va Voom the famous movie star." 
Ben: "No shitl How did he meet her?" Said sarcastically, 
"No shit" means "You're not telling me anything new. I 
can see it for myself; everybody already knows that." 
Joseph: "It's really hot today." Renee: "No shit, 
Einstein." 

n o t k n o w s h i t f rom S h i n o l a 
('nut nou Jit frAm Jai 'nou la) verb phrase, vulgar. To 
be very stupid. "That new employee doesn't know shit 
from Shinola; he can't hammer a nail in straight." 

p i e c e of s h i t (pi:s av 'Jit) noun phrase, vulgar. 
A worthless, poorly made thing. "Why did you pay 
twenty thousand dollars for that car? It's not worth it; 
it's a piece of shit." 

pi le of sh i t (pail av 'Jit) noun phrase, vulgar. 
A lot of lies. 

s a c k of s h i t (saek av 'Jit) noun phrase, vulgar. 
Lies; worthless stuff. 

s c a r e t h e s h i t o u t of s o m e o n e idiom, vulgar. 
To frighten someone very badly. 

s c a r e d s h i t l e s s (skeird 'Jit las) adj'. vulgar. Very 
frightened. 

sh i t for t h e b i r d s ('Jit far da 'bardz) noun phrase, 
vulgar. Worthless idea or thing. "I don't think much of 
that suggestion you made. It's shit for the birds." 
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sh i t a b r i c k (Jit 3 'bnk) verb phrase, vulgar. 
1. Expel a large turd. 2. Do something very difficult. 
"We had to shit bricks to build this bridge." 3. Be very 
surprised, upset, or angry. "When Clark learned that we 
had gotten the prize, he was ready to shit a brick." 

S h i t Creek; Shit's C r e e k (Jit kri:k, Jits kri:k) 
noun, vulgar. A river made of shit. A very difficult 
position to be in. "They were up Shit Creek without a 
paddle." (They were unable to get out of severe 
difficulties.) 

s h i t - e a t i n g g r i n (Jit i:t irj 'grin) noun phrase, vulgar. 
A big smile, usually of pride. "Nick walked in the door 
with this big shit-eating grin on his face. We knew he 
had won the contest." 

sh i t f a c e ('Jit feis) noun, vulgar. Ugly person. 
Used as an insult. 

sh i t - faced ('Jit feist) adj. vulgar. Drunk. 

sh i t fit noun, vulgar. A great emotional upset. "When he 
heard that his son had borrowed his car without asking, 
he had a shit fit." 

Shi t or g e t off t h e po t (pot = toilet) vulgar. If you 
are not using the toilet, get off so that someone else may 
use it. This expression means, don't waste our time; take 
action. 

S h i t h a p p e n s expression, vulgar. You can expect bad 
things to happen. That's life. Don't get too surprised or 
upset. (Sign on bumper stickers, T-shirts, etc.) 

sh i t h e a d ('Jit hed) noun, vulgar. A stupid person. 

sh i t h o l e ('Jit houl) noun, vulgar. A poor, dirty, 
undesirable house, home, place. "We lived in this shit 
hole for three years before we earned enough to move to 
a better apartment." 
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s h i t l i s t ('Jit list) noun, vulgar. A list (imaginary) 
of people at whom one is angry and whom one will avoid 
in the future, or punish, or cause trouble for. "Don't 
expect favors from Mr. Wilson. Ever since you insulted 
his wife, he has had you on his shit list.'" 

s h i t l o a d ('fit loud) noun, vulgar. A large amount. 
"I have a shitload of work to do tonight." 

s h i t ou t of l u c k ('fit aut av 'Uk) adjective phrase. 
vulgar. Good luck has come to an end. Bad luck. "We 
tried to find an all-night drugstore, but we were shit out 
of luck" This may be said more politely as "We were 
S.OX." 

s h i t (in) one's p a n t s verb phrase, vulgar. To feel great 
fear. "Don just about shit his pants when he saw the 
bear." 

s h i t on a s h i n g l e ('Jit an a 'Jirj gal) noun, vulgar. 
1. Barbecued beef on a bun (round bread). (A shingle is 
a thin, flat piece of wood or tar paper used on the roof of 
a house.) 2. Army use: creamed chipped beef on toast. 

(the) s h i t s noun, vulgar. Diarrhea; loose stools; the 
runs. "Marshall always gets the shits when he eats 
raisins." 

sh i t ty CJi ti) adj. vulgar. Lousy, no-good, worthless. 
"How was the movie?" "Shitty" 

s h o v e l t h e sh i t CJA vol da 'Jit) verb phrase, vulgar. 
Tell lies. "Dan is good at shoveling the shit. He'd be a 
great salesman or politician." 

t o u g h shit ! ('tAf 'Jit) interjection, vulgar. Exclamation 
showing that one does not feel sorry for someone who 
has a problem. Too bad. "But I must get my car back 
today." "Tough shit! There are ten people ahead of you." 

T.S. (ti: es) vulgar euphemism. Tough shit! 
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w h e n t h e sh i t h i t s t h e f a n (wen da 'Jit hits da 'faen) 
idiom, vulgar. A time of great upset affecting many 
people involved in an activity. It is based on an old joke: 
There was a drunk in a barroom, and he had to go to 
the bathroom. He went upstairs, but could not find the 
men's room. He saw a hole in the floor, and he decided 
to do his business (defecate) into the hole. Then he went 
downstairs and saw the room covered with brown. No 
one was at the bar, and there was a terrible smell. He 
called out, "Where is everybody?" The bartender, who 
had been hiding under the bar asked him, "Where were 
you when the shit hit the fan?" Current use: "Ned knew 
his boss was going to be questioned by the police. He did 
not want to be around when the shit hit the fan, so he 
quit his job." 

*shoot off verb, vulgar. Ejaculate. 

s h o o t one's w a d (Ju:t WAnz 'wad) verb phrase, vulgar. 
Ejaculate. 

*short a r m (font a:rm) noun, slang. The penis. 

shor t -arm i n s p e c t i o n verb phrase, slang. Army usage. 
A medical examination to check for venereal disease. 

s h o r t i c e (J"o:rt ais) noun, slang. Pornographic; 
"dirty" pictures, readers, etc. 

S h o v e it up y o u r ass ! (JAV it Ap yar aes) expression. 
vulgar. An exclamation of anger. "I don't want your opinion. 
You can shove it up your ass for all I care." 

sitz b a t h (sitz bae0) noun, general use. A warm water bath 
in which one sits. There may be medication in the water to 
treat sores, hemorrhoids, or other problems that affect the 
genital or anal region. 

s ix ty -n ine (siks ti 'nam) noun, vulgar euphemism. 
Oral-genital relations. Fellatio and cunnilingus (at the 
same time). The man's and woman's bodies appear to be 
like the numbers 6 and 9. 
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s k i n n y - d i p ('ski ni dip) verb, slang. Go swimming 
without a bathing suit. "They went skinny-dipping in the 
pool after midnight." 

Slam, bam, t h a n k you , Ma'am (sLaem bsem 9aen kyu: maem) 
expression, slang. Very quick sexual intercourse, without 
pleasure for the female partner. Also: Wham, bam, thank 
you Ma'am. 

s l e e p a r o u n d (sli:p a 'raund) verb, euphemism. Have casual 
sexual relations with several partners. 

s l e e p w i t h (sli:p wiG) verb, euphemism. Have sexual 
intercourse with. "Sabrina bragged that she had slept with 
many famous men." 

s lut (siAt) noun, slang, derogatory, (often used in anger) 
A woman who has sexual relations with many men and 
does not use any judgment in choosing her partners. "You 
filthy slut\ Get out of my life!" 

smal l e s t r o o m noun, slang. The bathroom. 

* s n a t c h (snaetf) noun, vulgar. The vagina. 

^social ize ('sou fa laiz) verb, euphemism. Have sex. 

s o d o m y ('sa da mi) noun, formal and general use. 
Any sex act other than intercourse between male and 
female, especially anal intercourse. 

s o d o m i z e ('sa da maiz) verb, formal. To have sodomy with. 
Sodomist. noun, formal. A person who performs sodomy. 

*soil (soil) verb, euphemism. To make dirty; to have a bowel 
movement. "The baby has soiled her diaper." "He got so 
scared when he saw the ghost that he soiled his pants." 

s o n of a b i t c h (sAn av a 'bit J) noun, vulgar. A disliked 
person. A person who treats other people badly, {bitch = 
female dog.) 

S.O.B. (es ou bi:) noun, slang = son of a bitch. 
(Not vulgar in the abbreviated form.) 
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s p a y (spei) verb, formal, medical, and general use. 
To do an operation on a female cat or dog so she cannot 
have babies; alter. Past tense: spayed (speid). "The vet is 
going to spay our dog." 

s p e r m (sparm) noun, general use. The male sex cells. "About 
500,000 sperm are contained in one teaspoon of semen." 
spermatozoa (spar 'mas ta zo: a) noun, formal. Sperm. 

s p e r m i c i d e ('spar ma said) noun, formal and general use. 
Something that kills sperm: a birth control foam, jelly, or 
suppository. 

* s q u e l c h (skweltj) noun, slang: homosexual use. A sex act 
without affection. 

*s tacked (staekt) adj. slang. Have large breasts. 
"Lorraine is really stacked. She wears a size 40-E bra." 

s tay in t h e c lo se t verb phrase, slang. Not tell one's family 
and associates that one is gay. Hide one's sexual behavior 
from others in one's life. 

*steri le ('ster al) adj. formal and general use. Unable to 
have children. Not fertile. 

s ter i l i ty (sta 'ri la ti) noun, formal and general use. 
Inability to have children. 

*stern (starn) noun, slang euphemism. The buttocks. 
(The rear part of a boat.) 

s t i n k e r ('stink ar) noun, vulgar. A fart; an expulsion of 
intestinal ga&. "She let out a real stinker at the bar." 

*stool (stud) noun, formal and medical use. Feces. 
"The doctor gave his patient a kit for collecting a stool 
sample to bring to the laboratory for testing." 

*stork (stairk) noun, euphemism. The deliverer of babies. 
(Long ago, people were embarrassed to tell children how 
babies were made. They told them that the stork (a bird 
with a very long beak) brings babies. The stork is still a 
symbol of the birth of a baby. "Mr. and Mrs. Walters are 
expecting a visit from the stork." 
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*s tra igh t (streit) adj. slang. 1. Heterosexual. 
Attracted to the opposite sex; not homosexual. "Walter 
seems effeminate (like a woman), but he's completely 
straight.77 2. Having no unusual sexual needs or desires. 
Not perverted. 

s t ree t -wa lker ('stri:t wo:k ar) noun, slang. A prostitute. 

s u c k (sAk) verb, vulgar. Perform fellatio. 
Suck my dick! Exclamation of anger similar in intensity 
to "Shove it up your ass\" 

s u g a r p l u m fairy ('fu gar pUm 'fear i) noun, slang, 
derogatory. An effeminate gay person. 

swallow a watermelon seed 
('swa lou 3 'wAt ar mel an 'si:d) verb phrase, slang. 
Become pregnant. "What happened to your wife? Did she 
swallow a watermelon seed?" 

s w a p sp i t (swap 'spit) verb phrase, slang. Kiss. 

*swing (swin) verb, slang. Exchange sexual partners. "Before 
the days of AIDS, there were stories of married couples who 
got together to 'swing' for the evening." 

s w i n g b o t h w a y s (swin bou6 'weiz) verb phrase, 
slang. Tb be bisexual. To enjoy sexual relations with 
one's own sex as well as with the opposite sex, "Bruce 
swings both ways" 

*swinger ('swirj ar) noun, slang. 1. A person who goes 
to many parties and other social events. 2. A person who 
has more than one sex partner, is bi-sexual, or is willing to 
experiment sexually. 

*swingers noun, plural, slang. 1, Testicles. 2. A woman's 
breasts that "swing" when she jogs or runs. 

* s w i s h (swij) verb, slang. To walk with a very 
effeminate manner (like a woman). Said of homosexual men. 
"Mark swished in wearing a pink suit and flowered shirt." 

syphi l i s ('si fa las) noun, formal, medical and general use. 
A serious disease that is spread through sexual contact. A 
venereal disease. 
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T 
T & A (ti: an ei) noun, plural, vulgar. Tits and asses. 

Breasts and buttocks. "Let's go downtown and watch the T 
& Ago by. 

*tail (teil) noun. 1. euphemism. The buttocks. 
2. vulgar. The vagina. 

p i e c e of ta i l (pi:s av teil) noun, vulgar. An act of sexual 
intercourse. 

take a c r a p (teik a 'kraep) verb phrase, vulgar. Defecate. 

take a d u m p (teik a 'dAmp) verb phrase, vulgar. Defecate. 

take a l e a k (teik a 'li:k) verb phrase, vulgar. Urinate. 

take a s h i t (teik a 'Jit) verb phrase, vulgar. Defecate. 

t a m p o n ('taem pan) noun, general use. A tube of cotton 
that is inserted in the vagina to absorb menstrual blood. 
"She was afraid to use a tampon because she was still a 
virgin." 

*tear off a p i e c e (tear 'o:f a 'pi:s) verb phrase, vulgar. 
Have sexual intercourse. 

t ea t s (ti:ts) noun, plural. 1. general use. An animal's 
mammary glands, such as a cow's or dog's. 2. vulgar. A 
woman's breasts. 

t e s t e s ('te sti:z) noun, plural, formal and medical use. 
testicles ('te sti kalz) noun, plural, general use. Both of 
these terms mean the male reproductive glands located in 
the scrotum. 

t e s t o s t e r o n e (te 'sta sta roun) noun, formal and medical 
use. A male sex hormone. 

that t i m e of t h e m o n t h (daet taim av da WnG) 
noun phrase, euphemism. The monthly period. The time of 
menstruation. 

(the) t h i r d s e x (da 'Gard seks) noun, slang. Homosexual. 
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* t h r o n e (Oroun) noun, slang. The toilet. 
(A throne is the official seat of a king or queen.) 

*tinkle ('tink ol) verb, children's word. Urinate. 

t i t t i e s ('tiD i:s) noun, plural, children's word and slang. 
The breasts. 

t i t s (tits) noun, plural, slang. The breasts. 

to i l e t ('toi tat) noun, general use. 1. The object that a person 
urinates or defecates into. It is located in the bathroom. 2. 
The bathroom itself. 

to i l e t p a p e r ('toi tat pei par) noun, general use. A roll of 
soft tissue paper used in the bathroom. 

to i l e t - tra in ('toi tat trein) verb, general use. To teach a 
young child to use the toilet. "Mrs. Murphy began to toilet-
train her son when he was two and a half years old. In six 
months he was completely out of diapers." toilet-trained 
adjective, general use. No longer needing diapers. 
"Children must be toilet trained before they may attend 
most pre-schools." 

to i l e t w a t e r ('toi lot WAt or) noun, general use. 
A light cologne (perfume) that is splashed on the body after 
a bath. (It is not water from the toilet!) 

t o k u s ('tu kos) also tuchus ('tu kos) noun, euphemism. 
(from the Yiddish). The buttocks. 

*tonsi ls ('tan solz) noun, plural, vulgar. 
A woman's breasts. 

*tool (tu:l) noun, vulgar. The penis. 

t o p l e s s ('tap los) adjective, general use. (said of a woman) 
Naked (with no clothes on) above the waist. "Yoshi went to 
a topless bar." (That is, where the waitresses were topless.) 
"Topless bathing suits are not allowed on most public 
beaches in New Jersey." 

t o u g h t i t ty (tAf 'ti ti) expression, vulgar. That's too bad, 
but it's all you deserve. Life is hard for all of us. 
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t r a n s v e s t i t e (traenz 'ves tait) also: T.V. noun, formal and 
general use. A person who loves to dress, make up, and 
appear as a person of the opposite sex. Both heterosexuals 
and homosexuals may be transvestites. 

*trick (tnk) noun, slang, (used by prostitutes) A paid act of 
sexual intercourse. "She turned seven tricks Friday night." 

tuba l l i g a t i o n ('tu: bal lai 'gei fan) noun, formal and 
medical use. A surgical operation that prevents pregnancy. 
Sterilization of a woman. A fallopian tube is cut and tied so 
the ova (eggs) cannot go through it. 

turd (taird) noun, vulgar. A piece of feces. 

*turn t h e c o r n e r (tairn da 'ko:r nar) verb phrase, slang. 
Make the decision to act out one's homosexuality by having 
a homosexual relationship. 

*turn on (ta:rn 'an) verb, slang. To excite someone sexually. 
"Some men know how to turn a woman on, and some men 
don't," she said. 

*turned on (tairnd 'an) adj. slang. Excited, aroused 
for sexual activity. "Disco music really turns me on" she 
said. 

t u s h (tuf) noun, euphemism and children's word. 
The buttocks. Also tushie. 

t w a t (twat) noun, vulgar. The vagina. 

U 
Tncle Tom ('Ank al 'tarn) noun, slang, derogatory. 

A black person who does not side with black people against 
white people. 

u n d i e s ('An di:z) noun, plural, euphemism. Underwear. 

u n m e n t i o n a b l e s (An 'men t fan a balz) noun, plural, 
euphemism. A woman's underwear. 

u n w e l l ('An 'wel) adj. euphemism. Having one's 
menstrual period. 
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u r e t e r (yu: 'ri: tar) noun, formal and medical use. The tube 
that urine travels from the kidney to the bladder. 

u r e t h r a (yu: 'ri: Gra) noun, formal and medical use. 
The tube that goes from the bladder to exit the body. "Urine 
is formed in the kidneys, stored in the bladder, and passed 
out of the body through the urethra." 

u r i n a t e Oy^r a neit) verb, formal. Pass (expel) waste liquid 
(urine) from the bladder; pee. 

u r i n a l (ya;r e nal) noun, general use. A container or object 
that men can urinate into; a public toilet for men. 

ur ine Cya:r m) noun, formal and general use. The waste 
liquid that is filtered out of the blood. 

u r o g e n i t a l Cys^r ou '63c na tal) adjective, formal. 
Referring to all the genital and urinary organs and 
functions. 

uro log i s t (ya:r 'a la d3ist) noun, formal. A doctor who 
specializes in treating problems involving the kidneys, 
bladder, penis, and testicles. 

u s e d - b e e r d e p a r t m e n t ('yu:zd 'biar da 'pa:rt mant) 
noun phrase, slang. The bathroom in a tavern or barroom 
or any other place where people drink beer. 

u t e r u s ('yu: ta ras) noun, formal and general use. The 
female organ in which a baby may grow. The womb. 

V 
VD (vi: di:) noun, euphemism and general use. 

Venereal disease. 

v a g i n i s m u s (vae d3i 'niz mas) noun, formal and medical use. 
A sudden cramping of muscles in the vagina. This happens 
when a young woman has many fears about sex. It can 
prevent intercourse. When it happens during sexual 
intercourse, the man may not be able to get his penis out 
until the woman is relaxed. Sometimes a doctor is needed 
to separate the two partners! 
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v a s e c t o m y (vae 'sak ta mi) noun, formal. A surgical 
procedure to sterilize a man. The urologist (doctor) cuts a 
piece of the vas deferens in the testicle. The sperm can no 
longer travel out of the body through the penis. 

v e n e r e a l d i s e a s e (va 'ni ri: si da 'zi:z)Also VD. noun, 
general use. This term refers to several different diseases 
that are spread by sexual contact. "Syphilis and gonorrhea 
are the two most common venereal diseases ." "He went to a 
VD clinic to get a blood test for syphilis.'' 

*vibrator ('vai brei tar) noun, general use. An electric-
powered (or battery-powered) object used to provide sexual 
pleasure. A battery-powered dildo. 

v i r g i n ('var d3in) noun, general use. A woman or man who 
has not had sexual intercourse. "They were both virgins 
when they got married." 

v i r g i n i t y (var ^31 na ti) noun, general use. The state 
of being a virgin. "She lost her virginity many years before 
she got married." 

t h e "virgin M a r y (da 'var d3in 'mear i) noun, general 
use. 1. The mother of Jesus Christ. According to Christian 
teachings, Mary conceived Jesus without having sexual 
intercourse with any man. 2. A non-alcoholic drink: Tomato 
juice. {A Bloody Mary is tomato juice with vodka. "Bloody 
Mary" was a Catholic queen of England who ordered many 
non-Catholics killed.) 

*viri le ('vi ral) adj. formal and general use. 1. Manly. 
Having the ability to perform sexual intercourse. 2. Strong; 
brave. 

vir i l i ty (va 'n la ti) noun, formal. The ability to perform 
sexual intercourse. 

vis i t t h e s a n d b o x verb phrase, slang and euphemism. 
Go to the bathroom. 

*void (void) verb, formal. Urinate. 
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v o y e u r (voi 'yar) noun, formal. A person who enjoys 
watching other people get undressed or have sexual 
intercourse. A "peeping Tom." 

vu lva (VAI va) noun, formal. The external female sexual 
parts, including the labia (lips), the entrance to the vagina, 
and the clitoris. 

W 
* w a r h e a d s ('wa:r hcdz) noun, slang, offensive. Large breasts 

that are revealed in a tight sweater. (Seeming like the 
pointed tips of missiles) 

w a s h r o o m ('waJ ru:m) noun, euphemism. The toilet. 

*water, to p a s s ('WA Dar, ta paes) verb phrase, euphemism. 
Urinate. 

w a t e r t h e l i l i e s ('WA Dar 6a 'h li:z) verb phrase, slang. 
Urinate. 

* w a t e r m e l o n s ('WA tar me lanz) noun, plural, slang. 
A woman's (large) breasts. 

w a t e r one's p o n y ('WA tar WAnz 'pou ni) verb phrase, 
slang. Urinate. 

* w a t e r spor t s ('WA tar spoirts) noun, plural, slang. 
Urinating on one's partner during sexual play. 

w a x t h e c u c u m b e r ('waeks da 'kyu kAm bar) verb phrase, 
slang. Masturbate. 

w e e w e e ('wi: wi:) 1. verb, children's word. Urinate. 
2. noun, children's word. Urine. 

* w e l l - e n d o w e d ('wel en 'daud) adjective, slang. 
1. (For a male) having a large penis. 2. (For a woman) 
having large breasts. Having been endowed with (given) a 
gift by nature or God. 

*wet (wet) 1. verb, euphemism. Urinate. "The baby wet his 
pants." 2. adj. slang. A sexually aroused woman gets wet. 
That is, her vagina becomes well-lubricated. 
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w e t d r e a m ('wet dri:m) noun, euphemism. A sexually 
exciting dream that results in ejaculation of semen during 
sleep. A nocturnal emission. 

w h a c k off (waek 'o:f) verb, vulgar. Masturbate. 

w h a n g (waen), whanger noun, vulgar. The penis. 

w h e r e t h e s u n don't s h i n e expression, slang. 
In the rectum. In the vagina. 

* w h o r e (ho :r) noun, vulgar. A cheap prostitute. A women who 
charges money for an act of sexual intercourse. 

w h o r e h o u s e ('ho:r haus) noun, vulgar. A house of 
prostitution. 

*wick (wik) noun, slang. The penis. (A wick is the 
string in a candle.) To dip one's wick is to have sexual 
intercourse. 

*wiener ('wi:n sr) noun, slang and children's word. The penis. 
(Wiener is another word for hot dog.) 

^withdrawal (wi9 'dro al) noun, general use. During 
intercourse, just before the moment of ejaculation, the man 
tries to withdraw his penis from the vagina and ejaculate 
outside his partner, with the hopes of preventing 
pregnancy. 

w o m b (wu:m) noun, general use. The uterus. 

*woody ('wud i) noun, slang. An erection. 

^working g ir l noun, slang. A prostitute. 

X 
X-rated ('eks 'reit id) adj. general use. Pornographic. 

Produced for the purpose of arousing sexual excitement. 
"They rented some x-rated videos." XXX rated. Same as X-
rated. 
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X.Y.Z. (eks wai: zi:) verb phrase, euphemism. 
Examine Your Zipper! (Your fly is open.) A "secret" code 
term to let another person know that his or her zipper is 
down. 

y a n k off Cyanic 'o:f) verb, vulgar. Masturbate. 

y o u - k n o w - w h a t noun, euphemism. 1. Sex organ (usually 
penis). 2. Anus. "Shove it up your you-know-what^ 

You k n o w w h a t y o u c a n do w i t h it! exclamation, 
euphemism for "Shove it up your ass." (I don't want it.) 

y o u - k n o w - w h e r e (yu: nou 'wear) adjective phrase, 
euphemism. 1. Penis, vagina, or anus, depending on the 
context of the sentence. 2. In the bedroom, or in the bed. 
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